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1. Introduction and hypothesis. 
 
The twentieth century has been a century of change, wars and innovations 
in mass media has changed the geopolitical and cultural landscape, in ways 
that would have been impossible not long ago. One of the largest actors in 
the international scene of politics in the twentieth century has been the 
United States of America. The power that the U.S. wields in the world is 
unquestionable, in both a military and a cultural sense, but what about the 
change in language and subsequently culture within the U.S.? In 
Wierzbicka’s article Angst (1998), where she tries to show relationship 
between words, culture and feelings, she states the following. 
 
“Language – and in particular, vocabulary – is the best evidence of the 
reality of ‘culture’, in the sense of a historically transmitted system of 
‘conceptions’ and ‘attitudes’. Of course, culture is, in principle, 
heterogeneous and changeable, but so is language.”  
 

Here Wierzbicka sums up the basis of the hypothesis that if there has 
been a change in usage of a lexeme, then the conception of the lexeme has 
also changed. She also states that within the use of words we can find 
views of the world that are infused in the speaker’s culture. I hypothesize 
that there has been a change in usage and meaning in the lexemes freedom 
and liberty during the twentieth century. If the method used for this article 
is proven sound it means, that when looking at difference in usage between 
two words, or the change in meaning over time, it is important to look at 
multiple factors and multiple examples.  

Section 1 is this introduction and section two will describe the collecting 
of data and the method used to analyze it. Section 3 will describe the results 
of the analysis and section four is the conclusion reached. Section 5 is the 
references. 
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2. Data and method. 
  
To research whether there had been change or not during the twentieth 
century, I opted for a usage based method, which allows analysis of 
linguistic idiosyncrasies of the speaker. Since I am not a native speaker of 
English, nor do I hail from an English speaking country, I cannot myself 
produce examples that entail cultural heritage. I solved this by using a 
corpus that is based on articles by native speakers of American English. By 
using the corpus with a quantitative research method, we can look at the 
overall usage of a lexeme and discern patterns in usage across time. The 
similar method is used by Adam Kilgarriff in “I don’t believe in word 
senses” when discussing lexicographical research. In it, he explains “It 
regards corpus lines as points in space with measurable distances between 
them.” Looking at different features of the usages, you attribute the usages 
with different labels. Coding the examples according to these features 
allow the program “R” to create graphic plots and generate statistics which 
tells us the relationship between the labels ascribed to the features. 
 
2.1 TIME magazine corpus 
 
The corpus used in the article is the TIME magazine corpus. It allows for 
searches within specific periods and is constructed of usages created, or 
reviewed and edited by, native speakers of American English, which are 
both essential for the article. It is also one of the largest magazines in the 
U.S. in terms of circulation and it deals with topical articles relevant to the 
entire country. This suggests that it can be regarded as a representation of 
U.S. twentieth century culture. The TIME magazine corpus contains over 
100 million different words taken from time magazine.  
 
2.2 Collecting examples 
 
From the TIME corpus 180 examples of each lexeme in use were gathered, 
20 examples from each decade and lexeme. Meaning 20 examples from the 
twenties and 20 examples from the thirties etc. These were gathered from 
1920 up until the first decade of 2000 (which is referred to as the two 
thousands in this article). During the collection of these examples there 
were some problems, there was a broken code in the homepage only 
allowing access to the first five years of examples in each decade. This did 
not pose a problem in gathering 20 examples from each decade though. 
Taking examples only from the first five years should show the difference 
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over time more clearly. Another problem was quotes, which I avoided as 
much as I could but the limitation of only the first five years resulted in a 
few being used in the analysis. The danger of quotes is that the person 
quoted might not be a native speaker of American English, thus the 
examples in which a quotation was made were avoided. These however are 
not prevalent through the examples and should not affect the analysis to 
any great extent.  
 
2.3 Analysis 
 
As mentioned previously different features were ascribed different labels to 
allow them to be coded. This code was used to analyze the change over 
time. Here I will explain the different categories of labels and the labels 
themselves and show a summing up of the coding. 
 
1. Lexeme 
 
Labels the lexeme. 
 
2. Syntax 
 
Syntax shows us which word classes are used together with the lexemes in 
four different categories. Syntax_Lexeme_FINE and 
Syntax_lexeme_COARSE labels syntax for each lexeme separate and 
Syntax_FINE and Syntax_COARSE labels syntax overall for the whole 
model. Here classic or simple abbreviations are used when dealing with the 
syntactic relationships of freedom and liberty and words used with them. 
NP means noun phrase and Adj means adjective Prep means preposition 
etc. 
 
3. Time 
 
Labels the decade from which the example was taken from the twenties are 
20s and the thirties are the 30s etc. 
 
4. AbsVsCon 
 
This category divides the examples into Abstract or concrete freedom or 
liberty. Abstract means that freedom or liberty is used in an abstract sense, 
whereas Concrete means a person’s freedom or liberty from incarceration. 
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Concrete_Non_Cap is a concrete freedom or liberty but not from 
incarceration.  
 
 
5. ExpFine 
 
ExpFine notes the patient and patient refers to the entity that experiences 
freedom or liberty or the lack thereof. The patient is described according to 
three different labels. Country means that the patient is a specific country, 
for example Sweden. Society means that the patient is society in general, 
meaning it affects the whole world or groups of people that has members 
across the world, like the Catholic Church. SpecHum is a specified human 
or a specified group of humans that does not have members across the 
globe, for instance a specific group of refugees.  
 
 
6. ExpCoarse 
 
ExpCoarse labels the example with Animate when the patient is denoted as 
a living entity, for instance, a group of people referred to as a gathering of 
human beings. The other label, InAnimate, tells us the patient is denoted as 
not living, for instance, a group of people referred to as a named group. 
 
7. Argument 
 
The lexeme is labeled either an object or a subject in regards to English 
grammar.  
 
8. Agentivity 
 
The lexeme in use is labeled as an Agent as in when the lexeme performs 
an action. “…of mind and our tradition of freedom; we accept a bunker 
culture in which liberty loses to suffocating security measures. We 
dishonor the memory of our dead by giving…”(TIME magazine) And 
when it is not performing an action it is labeled Non_Agent. 
 
9. Theme 
 
 A category labeling the theme of the example, by theme I refer to the 
general topic of the example. Society means that the theme is politics and 
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social freedom and liberty. Economics means that the theme is economical 
freedom and liberty. Legal/Crime means the theme is criminality and legal 
issues. 
 
 
10. Source_domain_fine 
 
In this category I placed the fine grain analysis of the metaphor used in the 
example. (citation needed) 
 
11. Source_Domain_Coarse 
 
This category is where the metaphors are divided into bigger groups, using 
similarities in the metaphors to group them together. For instance, to have 
something or give something is something you normally do with a physical 
object and not with an abstract concept like freedom or liberty. That means 
that when the lexemes freedom and liberty are used with these verbs they 
are treated as, and thus, conceptualized as physical objects. 
 
11.1 Coarse_Non 
 
This label was used when there was no metaphor used in the example. 
 
11.2 Maniputable_Object1 
 
If something can be given, taken, bought or sold then it falls under the 
category Maniputable_Object. If you can have freedom or give freedom 
then it seems to be that it is conceptualized as being subject to manipulation 
as if it were a physical object. If this is true it means that it is 
conceptualized as a physical manipulable object. All examples where 
freedom or liberty is used with the verbs give, take or is simply related to as 
being manipulated as a physical object places them in this category. The 
label Maniputable_Object is misspelled and is supposed to be referred to as 
a manipulable object. 
 
11.3 Struggle 
 
                                                 
1The label Maniputable_Object is misspelled in the coding, thus it is misspelled 
here. The label was intended to be called Manipulable_Object.  
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The struggle category is made up of examples where liberty and freedom 
are either attacked or defended, If it can be considered to be attacked, as in 
the following example, it falls into the Fight category. “… firing tenured 
teachers, some charged that this amounted to an assault on their intellectual 
freedom.  ‘You'll never go broke overestimating how sensitive the tenure 
issue is to…” (TIME magazine corpus) Respectively, if it can be 
considered as being defended it falls under the keep category. 
 “movement to outlaw war should be assisted so far as is consistent with 
safeguarding U.S. liberty.” (TIME magazine corpus) These examples 
were some of the clearer ones, however, some proved more difficult than 
others and seemed to be mixture of different source domains. “…silver will 
bear interest in British blood, sweat and tears on the battleground of 
freedom. For that which is morally wrong can never be politically right” 
(TIME magazine corpus) In this example it could be considered both as 
falling into the Place category, since a battleground is in fact a physical 
place, as well as the Struggle category. My reasoning behind my analysis in 
this case was as such: That it being a battleground tells us that it is a place 
of battle and the battle is for freedom. Thus freedom is a battle. 
 
11.4 Ideal 
 
Ideal proved the most bothersome category because one must first decide 
how to discern “ideal” as a conception as opposed to freedom or liberty as 
an ideal. I placed examples where liberty and freedom were conceptualized 
as being something to strive for or not yet fully realized or as something 
that is celebrated or loved. Looking at this example of liberty being used as 
a principle of a movement might help explain my reasoning. “…of the 
newspapers whose flaming editorials in days gone by had proclaimed their 
love of freedom; but they, like the universities, were silenced in a few short 
weeks…” An ideal is something that something that represents your idea of 
perfection and celebrating an abstract concept like freedom or liberty 
suggests that, if not considered an ideal, is at least highly appreciated.  
 
11.5 Place 
 
Whenever the lexemes are used with verbs that is used with traveling to a 
destination or is referred to a destination it is placed under the category 
place. Simply meaning if freedom or liberty is a destination or a place to 
rest then it is considered a place. “Frenchman and a Frenchman who gave 
his life that other Frenchmen might live in the liberty for which they 
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fought.” Looking specifically at “live in” we see that the speaker refers 
either to a place to live such as a country or a container, but of the two the 
former seems much more plausible as human beings very rarely live in tin 
cans. 
 
 
11.6 Value 
 
Whenever value or ranking is placed on liberty or freedom, as in 
importance or ranking I placed it in this category of labels. 
 
11.7 Misc 
 
Some of the metaphors did not fit into the labels that were used in the 
Source_Domain_Course category, these consists either of those that were 
singular in use or too few to justify a new label. 
 
12. Coding summary 
 
This is a summary of my coding which shows the numerical values for 
each label. 
 
Lexeme    Syntax_Lexeme_FINE Syntax_Lexeme_COARSE  Syntax_FINE  
Freedom:180   FRDM_NP: 57       PrepLBRTY: 71          NP: 106   
Liberty: 180    LBRTY_NP: 49     FRDMPrep: 67          ofNP: 60   
                        ofLBRTY: 41         FRDM_NP: 57          NPof: 45   
                        FRDMof: 36           PrepFRDM: 53          AdjNP: 39   
                        AdjLBRTY: 28      LBRTY_NP: 49          forNP: 28   
                        ofFRDM: 19           AdjLBRTY: 28          NPto: 23   
                        (Other): 130           (Other): 35           (Other): 59   
  
Syntax_COARSE      Time                AbsVsCon         ExpFINE    
 AdjNP: 39     2000s: 40    Abstract: 345     Country: 70   
 NP: 106     20s: 40    Concrete_Cap: 8   Society: 214   
 NPPrep: 91     30s: 40    Concrete_NonCAP: 7   Spec_Hum: 76   
 PrepNP: 124     40s: 40                                        
                50s: 40                                        
                60s: 40                                        
                (Other): 120                                        
  
ExpCOARSE     Argument      AGENTIVITY          Theme     
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Exp_Anim:    123    Obj: 346        Agent    : 21    Economy    : 10   
Exp_InAnim: 237    Sub: 14          Non_Agent:339    Legal/Crime: 18   
                                           Society: 332   
                                                              
                                                              
  
 
source_domain_fine         source_domain_coarse 
 FINE_GR_NON: 87        COARSE_NON: 87        
 IDEAL: 54        IDEAL: 56        
 GIVE: 45         MANIPUTABLE_OBJECT: 88        
 FIGHT: 41         MISC: 22        
 KEEP: 35         PLACE: 22        
 ITEM: 18         STRUGGLE: 80        
 (Other): 80         VALUE: 5 
 
3. Results 
 
An MCA shows the relationship of different parameters fed into the 
program “R”, meaning it places those parameters that are closely related to 
each other close in proximity. The MCA results are exploratory and here 
we will look at the results found explaining first with freedom and then 
liberty.   
 
3.1 Freedom, metaphor and time 
 
Looking at figure 1 (p.10) we see the 20s and the 30s are associated with 
MANIPUTABLE_OBJECT this tells us that during that time freedom was 
mostly conceptualized as a manipulable object, as in something you can 
give or take, buy and sell. The 40s is associated with manipulable object 
but has shifted towards Ideal, this tells us that there has been a shift where 
freedom is more and more conceptualized as something that you strive for. 
The difference being that something that you strive for or need to work for 
is something that is unrealized, something you work for and achieve, whilst 
if conceptualized as a manipulable object it is something that you can give 
or take or even obtain through monetary offerings.  
 
The 50s, 60s are both associated mostly with MANIPUTABLE_OBJECT 
but as you can see the 50s draws towards STRUGGLE whereas the 60s 
moves towards Place. What this tells us is that during the fifties freedom 
meant something that was attacked or defended, like for instance a castle 
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under siege, in constant peril at being lost. The 60s connection with Place 
shows an introduction of the conception of freedom as a physical place to 
visit or travel to. With the 70s we see a close relationship to MISC meaning 
that many metaphors used during this time did not last. On the Y-axis we 
see a relationship with MANIPUTABLE_OBJECT and STRUGGLE, this 
does not mean that these were the most common of conceptions of the 
lexeme, however, it does show us that there was a gradual shift in meaning 
and not an abrupt change from the 60s. 

On the other side of Figure 1 we find the 80s closest to Place but still 
having some associations with MANIPUTABLE_OBJECT and 
STRUGGLE. Clearly the conception of freedom of the 80s is of it as a 
physical place, but the connection to MANIPUTABLE_OBJECT and 
STRUGGLE shows us once again that it is a gradual change that is in 
progress. The placement of the 90s shows a connection to STRUGGLE 
telling us that once again that freedom is something that is being attacked 
or defended. There is also a connection to MANIPUTABLE_OBJECT and 
MISC telling us that though the main conception of freedom is as 
something attacked or defended, the thought has returned that freedom is an 
object to be given or taken or something you have. The 2000s has a 
connection both with IDEAL, meaning something you strive for and try to 
achieve and MANIPUTABLE_OBJECT; something you can give to 
someone or take away. This suggests a sudden change in conception and 
meaning from the 90s but perhaps given tragic events of this decade, it is 
not so strange.  
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Figure 1 – Freedom, metaphor and time 
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3.2 Freedom, patient and time  

 
Figure 2 – The twenties, thirties and forties and patient 

Looking first at Figure 2 shows us that during the 20s, the most common 
patient is Society and Spec_Hum then the 30s is associated mostly with 
Country and Spec_Hum. Then we see that the forties is split between 
Country and Society, however, Society is more slightly more common. 
What this tells us is that during the 20s the most common patient is the 
entire world or groups that exist all across the globe and to some extent 
specified human beings. Then we have the 30s where the most common 
patient is a country but still with some connection to the 20s in its 
association with Spec_Hum. The 40s position shows a change from both 
previous decades in its association with Country and Society but lack 
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thereof in regards to Spec_Hum. This tells us that the patient has changed 
from being specified humans to countries and the world. 

 
Figure 3 - The fifties, sixties, seventies and patient 

Looking then at Figure 3 These results show that during the fifties is 
associated with Society and the placement on the X-axis tells us that it has a 
connection with Country as well. This tells us that the most common 
patient is the world or groups of people spread across the world but that 
there is a gradual shift to the 60s when there is a clear connection to 
Country, meaning that freedom was used mostly pertaining specified 
countries. The 70s placement on Figure 3 tells us that specified humans 
were the most common patient and that there has been a shift from the 60s 
close connection with countries being the patient to a more widespread use. 
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Figure 4 - The eighties, nineties, two thousands and patient 

Looking at Figure 4 and the final decades we see the 80s is associated with 
freedom affecting the whole world and then there is a shift during the 90s 
toward the affected party being a country, however, the closest label is still 
Society meaning that like the 80s the most common patient is the entire 
world. The 2000s position shows a movement from the patient of freedom 
being a country and the world toward it being specified humans or groups. 
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3.3 Freedom, agentivity and time  

 
Figure 5 - Freedom, agentivity and Time 

This plot is very messy but the grouping down to the left is 50s, 60s and 
40s these, and the 2000s, are placed well away from Agent, showing us that 
freedom being an agent is not associated with these decades. The second 
grouping we see, just to the right and down of Non_Agent are the 20s, 30s, 
70s and the 80s, this tells us that freedom as an agent is not common at all 
in these decades. The 90s is the decade with the strongest association with 
Agent but still it is more associated with Non_Agent meaning that though 
freedom as an agent is more prevalent in the 90s than any other decade it is 
still more associated with freedom not being an agent.   
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3.3 Freedom, argument and time 
 

 
Figure 6 - Argument and Time 

Looking at Figure 5 we see three distinct groupings, we have the fifties, 
sixties, seventies and the two thousands showing no association of freedom 
as a subject. Then we have the forties, twenties and eighties showing some 
association of freedom as a subject. Finally we have the thirties and the 
nineties showing the most cases of freedom as a subject.  
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3.4 Liberty, metaphor and Time 
 

 
Figure 7 – Liberty, metaphor and Time 

This plot is quite messy and so it will be broken up into plots dealing with 
metaphor on a thirty-year basis to clarify. 
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Figure 8 - Liberty, metaphor and the 20s, 30s and 40s 

In Figure 8, we find the 20s highly associated with liberty as a manipulable 
object and something you attack or defend and this does not change for 
some time as the position of the 30s shows us. The 30s is, however, slightly 
more associated with liberty as a something you attack and defend. The 
proximity of the 30s with IDEAL tells us; in this case, that the thought of 
liberty as something you strive for is out of the three decades associated 
mostly with the 30s, looking at Figure 7 confirms this. Looking at the 40s it 
is associated with STRUGGLE meaning that the most common metaphor is 
that of liberty being something you attack or defend. It is also associated 
with IDEAL and PLACE although not as heavily as it is with STRUGGLE, 
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meaning that other common metaphors were of liberty as something you 
strive for and a physical place.    
 
 
 

 
Figure 9 – Liberty, metaphor and the 50s, 60s and 70s 

  
 
As we see the 50s is highly associated, with STRUGGLE and IDEAL 
meaning that the 50s is very similar to the 40s with liberty considered 
something you strive for or attack and defend. The 60s shows association to 
IDEAL, MISC but since MISC is a compellation of singular or very 
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uncommon metaphors only IDEAL is very important for identifying the 
conception of freedom during the 60s. What the association with MISC tells 
us is that during the 60s it was common use freedom in unusual ways, 
separating the 60s not as clear when it comes to metaphor usage. 
Comparing Figure 7 and Figure 9 we see the 70s association with 
STRUGGLE and MANIPUTABLE_OBECT that tells us that there has been 
a rather drastic change from the way freedom was conceptualized in the 60s 
back to something you attack or defend or a manipulable object.  

 
Figure 10 – Liberty, metaphor and the 80s, 90s and 2000s 

Looking at first at Figure 10 and beginning with the 80s there is a clear 
association with MANIPUTABLE_OBJECT meaning that during the 80s 
the conception of liberty was of it as a manipulable object. The 90s is 
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associated chiefly with IDEAL but there is a connection to the 80s in its 
slight association with MANIPUTABLE_OBECT and with the 2000s 
through its association with STRUGGLE. The 2000s has a clear connection 
to the metaphor STRUGGLE thus we see the change from the 80s metaphor 
of a manipulable object, to the 90s where it was considered a manipulable 
object and finally the 2000s where it is seen as something you attack or 
defend.  
 
3.5 Liberty, patient and time 

 
Figure 11 – Liberty, patient and Time 

Figure 11 shows us the difference in patient over time but it will be broken 
up into thirty-year periods to clarify each resul 
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Figure 12 – Liberty, patient and the 20s, 30s and the 40s 

 
Looking then at Figure 12 showing us first that the 20s and the 30s right on 
top of each other, both associated with Society meaning that a discussion of 
liberty the entity affected by liberty is the world or groups spread across the 
world. The 40s is more associated with specified humans or groups that are 
not spread across the world. There is a connection to Society though that is 
important to make note of when we look at the 50s. 
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Figure 13 – Liberty, patient and the 50s, 60s and the 70s 

 
In figure 13, the 50s is associated with Society and as we saw in Figure 11, 
the 40s has some association with Society suggesting a gradual change. 
This tells us that there was a change from the most common patient being 
specified humans to the most common patient being the world. The 60s is 
also associated with Society but with some association with Country. This 
is not important in regards to change over time since we see that the 70s is 
mostly associated with Spec_Hum and Society. The difference between the 
50s and 70s is that Society is much more common in the 50s than in the  
70s. 
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Figure 14 – Liberty, patient and the 80s, 90s and the 2000s 

 
Figure 14 shows us the final three decades used in this article and it shows 
us all three decades has an association with Society, and in fact, this is the 
strongest association, which we can see by looking Figure 11. This means 
that in all three decades the world or groups of people spread around the 
world is the most common patient.  
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3.6 Liberty, agentivity and time 
 

Figure 15 – Liberty, agentivity and the 20s, 30s and the 40s 
 
Figure 15 shows us that the 20s and the 30s are both associated with 
Non_Agent but has some association with Agent this tells us that agentivity 
in liberty is not common but it does occur during these decades. The 40s 
has no association with Agent at all and that tells us that the instances 
where agentivity does occur are not common at all.  
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Looking now at Figure 16 we see that the 50s is associated with Non_Agent 
as is the 60s and 70s, however, we see a steady decrease in the relativity 
between agentivity in liberty and the category Time as actual time 
progresses. This means that as time progresses from the 50s through to the 
70s there is a decrease in agentivity in liberty. 
 

 
Figure 16 – Liberty, agentivity and the 50s, 60s and the 70s 
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Figure 17 – Liberty, agentivity and the 80s, 90s and 2000s 

 
Looking at Figure 17 the 80s through to the 90s, we see that the 80s and 
90s share their association with Non_Agent and Agent. This shows us that 
during the 80s and 90s, the usage of liberty as an agent is not common but 
it does occur. The 2000s is not associated with Agent at all and this tell us 
that agentivity in liberty during the 2000s is not common at all. 
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3.7 Liberty, subject, object and time 

 
Figure 18 – Liberty, subject, object and the 20s, 30s, and the 40s 

In Figure 18, the 20s and the 30s have the same relationship to Obj and Sub 
and this tells us that liberty as a subject was not common at all during these 
decades. The 40s are clearly heavily associated with Obj and that tells us 
that liberty as a subject is not at all common during the 40s. 
 
Looking then at Figure 19 we see that the 50s and is associated with Obj 
but has some relation with Sub showing that although liberty as a subject is 
not common there is a slight increase in the lexeme used as a subject. 
Looking then at the 60s and its association with Sub we see a further 
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increase of liberty as a subject before it goes back in the 70s to mostly 
being an object as is seen in its association with Obj. 

 
Figure 19 – Liberty, subject, object and the 50s, 60s and 70s 
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Figure 20 – Liberty, subject, object and the 80s, 90s and 2000s 

Figure 20 shows the 80s is associated to Obj but also that there is some 
connection to Sub as it is for the 90s this tells us that during these decades 
there was an increase in the usage of liberty as a subject from the 70s. The 
2000s is only associated with Obj and that tells us that during the 2000s the 
use of liberty as a subject has declined to being almost non-existent. 
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3.8 Logistic Regression 
 
My thesis is that there has been a change in the usage and meaning of the 
lexemes freedom and time in TIME magazine during the twentieth century.  
The MCA plots I illustrated show that there has been a change in the use of 
metaphor, agentivity and a difference in the usage of the lexemes as a 
subject and object for both lexemes. Looking at a logistic regression that 
uses a model of the analysis to predict the lexeme that is used without using 
the examples showed these results. 
 
Call: 
glm(formula = Lexeme ~ ExpFINE + Argument + AGENTIVITY + 
source_domain_coarse,  
    family = "binomial", data = data) 
 
Deviance Residuals:  
     Min        1Q    Median        3Q       Max   
-2.47298  -1.06132  -0.06202   1.07554   2.18770   
 
Coefficients: 
                                          Estimate Std. Error z value Pr(>|z|)     
(Intercept)                                2.1908     1.1132   1.968 0.049060 *   
ExpFINESociety                                          1.0728     0.3131   3.427 0.000611 *** 
ExpFINESpec_Hum                                  1.0646     0.3651   2.916 0.003549 **  
ArgumentSub                               -2.7045     1.1650  -2.322 0.020256 *   
AGENTIVITYNon_Agent                     -2.7653     1.0828  -2.554 0.010654 *   
source_domain_coarseIDEAL                0.2400     0.3624   0.662 0.507842     
source_domain_coarse 
MANIPUTABLE_OBJECT    -0.7777     0.3193  -2.436 0.014859 *   
source_domain_coarseMISC                 -0.2539     0.5005  -0.507 0.611848     
source_domain_coarsePLACE                -1.0137     0.5207  -1.947 0.051588 .   
source_domain_coarseSTRUGGLE             -0.3995     0.3243  -1.232 0.218009     
source_domain_coarseVALUE                -1.7228     1.1526  -1.495 0.134983     
--- 
Signif. codes:  0 ‘***’ 0.001 ‘**’ 0.01 ‘*’ 0.05 ‘.’ 0.1 ‘ ’ 1  
 
(Dispersion parameter for binomial family taken to be 1) 
 
    Null deviance: 499.07  on 359  degrees of freedom 
Residual deviance: 459.55  on 349  degrees of freedom 
AIC: 481.55 
 
Number of Fisher Scoring iterations: 4 
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Obs  Max Deriv Model L.R.       d.f.          P          C        Dxy      Gamma      Tau-a  
360          5e-04            98.42       32           0       0.766    0.532       0.557       0.267       
 
R2           Brier 
0.319 0.193 
 
The probability value shown in the rightmost column is the percentage of 
which the analysis failed to predict the lexeme using the label to the left. 
Take source_domain_coarseIDEAL for instance, it as a probability value of 
0.507842, this means that out of a hundred times I would get a different 
result for that label 5 percent of the times the logistic regression tested my 
analysis model. The stars to the right of the probability value for each label 
tells me which of the labels are important to the discerning of lexemes in 
the model, those without stars are considered to be chance. The P value at 
the bottom of the logistic regression is the probability value of the model as 
a whole; zero tells us that the model as a whole is sound. The C value at the 
bottom tells us, in percentage, how many times the model predicted the 
lexeme used. To know it is not chance it needs to predict correctly 80% of 
its attempts, however, it only predicted correctly 76% of the attempts, 
which does not speak well for the model as a whole. In contrast to this is 
the R2 value which is a more precise way of measuring the accuracy of the 
model, the standard to prove the model to be sound is a result of 0.3 and as 
the model scores 0.319 it shows that the model is proven sound in 
discerning between the lexemes.  

 The second value important to the analysis is Estimate Std. This shows 
us what importance the related label has for distinguishing between the two 
lexemes on a scale. For it to be considered important, it needs to be plus or 
minus four. The ones closest to this are ArgumentSub and 
AGENTIVITYNon_Agent each with an estimate of roughly 2.7, which 
might not be perfect but they are in comparison with the other labels the 
most important for distinguishing between the two lexemes.  

Looking at variation across time for both lexemes combined shows 
significant difference in one category; namely, ExpFine shows that its 
probability value is extraordinarily low making it highly significant in 
difference in usage across time. 
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                 Df Sum Sq Mean Sq  F value    Pr(>F)     
ExpFINE            2    12359      6180   9.6912  7.97e-05 *** 
Residuals               357  227641        638  
We will not look any further than this because this is only relevant for the 
concept but it is interesting nonetheless. Following we will look at the two 
lexemes separately.  
 
Freedom over time 
> aov = aov(Time_numeric ~Syntax_Lexeme_FINE + AbsVsCon + 
ExpFINE + Argument + AGENTIVITY + Theme + 
source_domain_coarse,data=data1) 
> summary(aov) 
                         Df Sum Sq Mean Sq  F value     Pr(>F)   
Syntax_Lexeme_FINE     11      9736    885    1.4568    0.15328   
AbsVsCon                   2      3347      1674    2.7546    0.06677 . 
ExpFINE                   2      4277      2139    3.5201    0.03200 * 
Argument                  1        769        769    1.2652    0.26241   
AGENTIVITY               1        833        833    1.3715    0.24337   
Theme                      2      1505        753    1.2386    0.29265   
source_domain_coarse      6      5969        995    1.6373    0.14038   
Residuals                        154    93564        608    
 
liberty over time 
> aov = aov(Time_numeric ~Syntax_Lexeme_FINE + AbsVsCon + 
ExpFINE + Argument + AGENTIVITY + Theme + 
source_domain_coarse,data=data2) 
> summary(aov) 
                         Df Sum Sq Mean Sq  F value     Pr(>F)    
Syntax_Lexeme_FINE     14    20944      1496   2.6239   0.001960 ** 
AbsVsCon                   2        721        360   0.6323   0.532773    
ExpFINE                   2      7876      3938   6.9074   0.001348 ** 
Argument                   1        175        175   0.3061   0.580912    
AGENTIVITY                1      1712      1712   3.0032   0.085141 .  
Theme                      2      1434        717   1.2572   0.287416    
source_domain_coarse      6      1047        175   0.3062   0.932965    
Residuals                         151   86091        570 
 
Looking at this we see the stars marking out important labels, which show 
that ExpFINE is the most important in looking at difference across time for 
both lexemes. AGENTIVITY is very important for liberty over time and so 
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is Syntax_Lexeme_FINE. In my exploratory analysis of the MCA plots I 
looked at Metaphor, Agentivity, Argument and Exp_FINE and with this 
proving that Exp_Fine and Agentivity are significant labels when looking at 
difference across time we can assume that the MCA plots displaying these 
labels show the difference in usage in time.   
 
4. Conclusion 
 
I have tried to prove that there has been a change in usage and meaning in 
the lexemes freedom and liberty. Looking at the exploratory MCA results, 
we see a clear change in usage for both freedom and liberty. The results 
from the logistic regression and the Anova analysis seems to corroborate 
this, with the Anova results lending strength to the importance of the plots 
of Exp_FINE and Agentivity.  

The predictability value of the model proves it scientifically valid in the 
regards of establishing difference between the lexemes and a difference in 
usage over time. However, it does not prove that the model is valid in 
showing that difference. By looking at the result from the logistic 
regression, it is clear that a multifactorial quantitative research method 
works very well when it comes to proving that there has been a change in 
usage over time. 

The implication of the MCA results is that there has been a change in 
usage and meaning. Since this article only used the TIME corpus, the 
change that we see in the MCA and logistic regression is limited to within 
that magazine. Using multiple corpuses would generate a result more true 
to the general usage of the lexemes in the U.S. The method could also be 
used to research the connection between metaphors and patient. This would 
tell us if freedom and liberty is the same for the United States of America 
or any other country.  

The world has changed during the twentieth century and so have the 
people living in the world and with us changes our culture, our views of the 
world and our language.  
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LBRTY_VP Lexeme
had simply told the facts about the man on trial. Mr. Baker insisted that freedom of the press is as 
important as the right of free speech. Judge Heflin Freedom
as a matter of course the immunity from punishment offered them. With money and freedom more or 
less assured, the bandits were in a position to make further demands Freedom
of the Menchevist Party. He was pessimistic about his country; there was no freedom, only another 
despotism by a virulent oligarchy remained. He wanted his country to Freedom
prefer to be under the Habsburgs as constitutional monarchs rather than in a republic where freedom 
counts for less than did that of the Czechs in the last decades of Franz Freedom
just left Amherst: " Education by ritual gives slavery to those who cry for freedom. The man who has 
been habituated to doing what another says can not choose Freedom
England, will deter them from asserting before the whole world their God-given right to freedom. # " 
People of Ireland, stand fast! Let your watchword be patience Freedom
are the less easily understood. # Commentators do, however, point out that freedom of the press has 
rarely been regarded as sacred in the eyes of Latin statesmen Freedom
deep satisfaction at the prospect of seeing a devoted friend of labor, justice, freedom and democracy 
elected President of one of the great Republics of the Western hemisphere. Freedom
of Washington they are not even interested in necessary buildings. The result would be freedom of 
teaching but no one to teach. And freedom itself might be limited. Freedom
them into mistaken disrepute, is based upon a literal interpretation of the Constitution regarding freedom 
of speech, publication and assembly. Both are essentially in agreement regarding political and Freedom
He was converted to Christianity, became king of the Bamangwate Nation, declared religious freedom, 
abolished slavery, prohibited the use of liquor. To enforce the latter decree Freedom
position of those who are popularly described as Fundamentalists. We believe in the widest freedom of 
inquiry and of scholarly research. We welcome eagerly all the light that science Freedom
the ultimatum that he was ready to continue work provided ample apologies and guarantees of freedom 
from interference were given him. He commenced legal proceedings on two counts in the Freedom
shall hang out my American flags and as they kiss again the air of freedom unpolluted by the foul breath 
of the legislative bribe takers, the boodlers, the Freedom
economic conditions unorganized workers are commonly helpless, it is necessary that they have full 
freedom of trade union organization Freedom
do not rush madly for any specific destination for this will not bring the mental freedom and poise which 
are absolutely essential for complete recovery. Amble along gently and if Freedom
any sharp upward movement has shown the healthy character of our business activity and its freedom 
from the dangerous boom psychology. On the other hand, no sharp declines have Freedom
or five varieties of service, including amateurs. The 80 signing nations have entire freedom to make rules 
within their own countries. They must not interfere with neighbors. Freedom
library service depends is freedom-freedom of the locality to develop its resources without dictation; 
freedom of the library in its construction and accessibility; and freedom of the individual to Freedom
advertising columns, he reveled in belaboring the Republicans for their sins, championed religious 
freedom (the Dayton trial was 22 years later), applauded T. R.'s trustbusting Freedom
Senate Committee on Insular Affairs opposing, in the name of the Hoover Administration, freedom for 
the Islands now or at a fixed future date as " disastrous alike to Freedom
when the Civil War came. One of the things he liked about war was freedom from shaving. He started to 
let his beard grow; thereafter to the end Freedom
something at least that could be dangled before the people as a promise that freedom was just around the 
corner. Year after year Fuad's situation grows more grave Freedom
longtime city editor of the New York Evening World, refused many an offer of freedom. He went to 
prison willingly, eagerly, twelve years ago for killing his Freedom

recent Lateran treaties between the Vatican and the Italian Government, which assured non-Catholics 
equal freedom with Roman Catholics to worship, Protestants, particularly U. S. Methodists and Baptists, Freedom
own clientele through his own ability and personality. It wants patients to have the freedom to seek 
personally preferred medical attention. It does not want U. S. doctors regimented Freedom
convened. The President asked them to grant him power to suspend Constitutional guarantees of freedom 
&; liberty in any part of Cuba, should he see fit. Began a Freedom
the move is the belief that Standard Oil of New York and Vacuum Oil wish freedom in their fight with 
the Royal Dutch-Shell group, intend to intensify that fight in Freedom
Indian provincial legislatures and the Assembly at Delhi. # Of recommendations to enlarge the freedom 
of British India most notable is the suggestion of Sir John Simon that the provincial Freedom
merging into the New York Hospital-Cornell Medical College Association Centre and because he wants 
complete freedom for cancer research Freedom
sure these are no new things in the history of nations that have struggled for freedom. England has gone 
through both experiences! " # " Civil Disobedience, Freedom
predicted that independence would not sink the islands economically, that sheer native gratitude for 
freedom would win U. S. capital better than it now gets. Aguinaldo wants to come Freedom
up for independence. After their visits all except Representative Dowell began to think that freedom 
might be an economic catastrophe. # Last week in Washington Connecticut's Senator Hiram Freedom
had wanted to. But not to greasy, grinning Capone belongs credit for the freedom he has so far enjoyed, 
but rather to his adroit, Irish-blooded attorney, Freedom
he had told the President. His colleagues, listening, agreed that immediate Philippine freedom was out of 
the question. Afterwards to the Press President Hoover made his first Freedom
appear that she is just a curious, impetuous, innocent little soul who needs freedom, not the repression of 
her dour aunt's household. For two acts the Freedom
of strict legality with respect of the law and all guarantees. " This included freedom of the press, the 
lifting of Chile's three month censorship. Freedom



had united a great mass of Filipinos for immediate independence, whipped their enthusiasm for freedom 
to the highest pitch in years. It was now Secretary Hurley's mission to Freedom
of lifelong duration, and separation for grave cause may be permitted, but without freedom to remarry. 
As a question of principle, the problem of divorce in Nevada Freedom
professorial position. Institutions could be blacklisted for unwarranted dismissal of teachers or 
interference with freedom of speech; teachers who accepted positions in discredited institutions would 
forfeit membership in the Freedom
old house on the Rue Bonaparte, Paris, where Czechs also worked for their freedom during World War I. 
Last week British Foreign Secretary Viscount Halifax notified ex-President Eduard Benes Freedom
moment left its trade relations with Japan precisely as they had been, reserved the freedom to put on the 
clamps should Tokyo further injure U. S. sensibilities or rights in Freedom
to be easy and lets her weekend away whenever she likes. Girls enjoy their freedom at Sarah Lawrence 
from examinations, marks, required courses. But its comely students Freedom
continue their lives and occupations free from molestation, discrimination or persecution, with full 
freedom of religion and religious ceremonies, with equality of opportunities and of civil, legal Freedom
If you can not grant me my liberty, by which I mean my freedom of conscience, then I ask you to 
sentence me to death so that I Freedom
from ignorance or moral confusion. The basic distinction between civilizations in which justice and 
freedom are still realities and those in which they have been displaced by ruthless tyranny can Freedom
all activities that arise from non-American sources, and that imperil our political and economic freedom. 
" Other Latin-American nations showed equally definite popular if not official leanings toward 
democracy Freedom
had to follow a flexuous policy of giving the Communists enough arms, money and freedom of action to 
keep them fighting against Japan, but not enough to let them Freedom
the Secretary of State take one more backward step in his losing battle for commercial freedom: to the 
long list of U. S. foreign-trade restrictions was added an embargo on Freedom
Legion objected was The Mole on Lincoln's Cheek. It made a plea for freedom to teach, put in a plug for 
honest textbooks. Probable cause of the Freedom
the empty cradle of democracy. For the last century Greece has maintained a precarious freedom by 
letting herself be played as a pawn in the game of international power politics Freedom
gather them. Last month Portugal celebrated its 800th birthday, its 300th year of freedom from the 
temporary domination of Spain. Lisbon's Academy of Beaux-Arts decided to celebrate Freedom
Thus last week the free Swiss acted out the ceremony that gave them their freedom. Six hundred and 
fifty years before, representatives of the three " forest cantons Freedom
enjoyed by the Chicago Tribune, and in the interests of freedom of enterprise, freedom of speech, truth, 
fairness and justice, give positive encouragement and cooperation to Freedom
Fortunately, he had the equipment of a nature poet, in a land where freedom is in the air rather than in 
books. His landscapes can be just right Freedom
We must continue to help the fighting men of Britain to preserve that rim of freedom which is gradually 
shrinking and which, if we permit it to continue to shrink Freedom
of the newspapers whose flaming editorials in days gone by had proclaimed their love of freedom; but 
they, like the universities, were silenced in a few short weeks Freedom
Church alone has had the courage and persistence to stand for intellectual truth and moral freedom. I am 
forced thus to confess that what I once despised I now praise Freedom
Pundit Walter Lippmann last week reprimanded Franklin Roosevelt for talking out of turn about 
religious freedom in Russia. Certainly the President was not very smart in arousing Mr. Lippmann and Freedom
seventh infidelity, and to whose still worshipful settlement she owed 22 years of delicious freedom. 
Since her illness last autumn, Fanny has found his apparition continually turning up Freedom
to destroy our lives if we do not agree with them. They talk of freedom while they murder it. They talk of 
peace while they support aggression. Freedom
Dr. Smyth believes that Nazi contempt for intellectual freedom strangled German science and through it 
German technology. He suspects that Russian dogmatism will Freedom
we are confronted with the danger that the rising demand of people everywhere for freedom and the 
better life may be corrupted and betrayed by the false promises of Communism Freedom
silver will bear interest in British blood, sweat and tears on the battleground of freedom. For that which 
is morally wrong can never be politically right Freedom
four years and five months as Prime Minister, Clement Attlee had not only given freedom to India, 
Burma, Ceylon (combined pop. 411 million), he Freedom
like Gandhi, gave up a law practice to devote his life to Indian freedom, the presidency was a reward for 
years of faithful service to the Congress party Freedom
On Page One, the Oregonian proudly defied M. &; F.'s threat to its freedom and honesty-and went right 
on reporting further NLRB developments. Last week Freedom
From the old concentration camp near by, the D.P. inmates burst out to freedom to add their misery to 
that of the gutted town Freedom
 the cynical assumption of the dictators that mankind fears nothing so much as freedom and longs for 
nothing so much as to be asked for blind political obedience. Freedom
risk in Western Germany. It had given " good Germans " some of the freedom needed for training in 
democracy (see above). But inescapably, as occupation Freedom
the press galleries. Many Washington newsmen disagreed: they thought this might infringe upon 
freedom of the press, might also provoke Soviet reprisals against the few U.S. correspondents still Freedom
the world's most priceless product. The sponsor is Uncle Sam and the product freedom. The program is 
the Voice of America. # From Bop to Apfelstrudel Freedom
column, but it pays nothing for articles. The lure to writers is complete freedom to have their say and 
veer as far right or left as they wish, Freedom
were at all concerned with our liberty and independence. If anyone fought for our freedom, really 
defeated and drove out the German invaders, it was solely the heroic Freedom



known today. Though the Puritans came to the New World in search of religious freedom, they were not 
interested in tolerance for anyone else. Typical of 17th Century Freedom
and the minority without fear, where the least of these our brethren have the freedom to struggle for 
freedom, where respect for the past is not reaction and the Freedom
he government angrily protested, and the program was canceled. Johannesburg offered Smuts the 
freedom of the city; one of Malan's leaders, J. G. Strydom, called Freedom
there has been and continues to be a steady growth over the decades in individual freedom and respect 
for human rights. Not only are dictatorships fewer than they used to Freedom
to support the church financially for the next 18 years, to guarantee " complete freedom of religion, " and 
to return to the church eight parochial schools it had Freedom
and the minority without fear, where the least of these our brethren have the freedom to struggle for 
freedom, where respect for the past is not reaction and the Freedom
 apart from requesting manumission for escaping slaves, who by tradition become entitled to freedom if 
they can manage to enter his compound and clasp both hands around his flagpole. Freedom
Elsewhere in Africa the drive toward freedom moved on. Last week, 18 months after France granted 
them autonomy, two Freedom
had to earn the adherence of their members, the result would be-not only more freedom for the working 
man-but much less dishonesty and highhandedness in the management of union affairs Freedom
by the conflict of a traditional and an emerging culture. To keep their personal freedom and the control of 
their own earnings, many African girls are refusing to marry Freedom
has left the Philippines a heritage of universal suffrage, widespread education, press freedom, managerial 
know-how, and a dedication both to the higher principles and some of Freedom
important, the Chinese feel that Formosa must become a truly thriving outpost of intellectual freedom for 
all of Asia. Said Dr. Hu, as he summed up the opportunity Freedom
seemingly inexorable march toward the automation of human beings and the steady loss of that freedom 
which is man's distinctive attribute. Freedom
have argued that a genuine two-party system would make the island " a lighthouse of freedom and 
democracy " for the millions of Red-ruled mainland Chinese. # Fortnight ago Lei Freedom
Commander Douglas MacArthur at the end of World War II, the Japanese were guaranteed freedom of 
the press. But to the Japanese press, freedom soon became a mandate Freedom
heading, De Gaulle's problem is whether he can give the Moslem Algerians their freedom fast enough 
before the F.L.N. wrests it away. If he can, the two Freedom
Nuns at the wheel must adapt their habits to allow sufficient vision and freedom of movement for traffic 
safety. Nuns on begging missions must never go about singly Freedom
matters, whether domestic or foreign; this, you will agree, is a freedom basic to the exercise of 
democracy. Unfortunately, recent incidents in Cuba make it Freedom
up, by creating bold yet practical programs for helping the backward nations march toward freedom and 
abundance, by winning the uncommitted nations to commitment, by keeping the U.S. Freedom
wire story is published voluntarily by this newspaper, making legitimate use of the press freedom 
existing in Cuba. But newspapermen and graphic workers of this work center express, Freedom
On Africa's broad western bulge facing the Atlantic, freedom is already established or imminent almost 
everywhere. There, independent Ghana, Guinea and Freedom
occur discreetly offstage. Novelist Wilson's argument is that crime is a thirst for freedom, a chance to 
wrest a heroic identity from a world of regimented boredom and Freedom
them took another look at the way the young U.S. had developed after winning its freedom. After all, it 
took big injections of British and European capital during the Freedom
rticle in favor of the traditional doctrine, ten have been published defending universal religious freedom. 
" Many of these theologians deal with the problem of giving rights to error Freedom
Chief point of their case was that there is no freedom for African students in Moscow. They found 
themselves forced to submit to political indoctrination Freedom
Catholics have a special duty to work for the realization of the principle of freedom of religion in every 
nation, whether they are a minority or a majority. Freedom
Democrat-controlled city council unanimously adopted a resolution " strongly reaffirming its deep faith 
in the freedom of the press and the free flow of information, " and deploring " any Freedom
The Palestine guerrilla movement, accustomed to warring with Lebanon and Jordan over its freedom to 
make rocket and hit-and-run attacks on Israel, suddenly found itself at odds with Freedom
Anonymous living here in the middle is, after all, the highest kind of freedom. We don't require that the 
world jump either one way or the other Freedom
Russians by allowing, as the Czechoslovaks did, the emergence of press and artistic freedom and the 
growth of a political opposition. Nonetheless, he has sanctioned an easing Freedom
Eleanor Katherine's tender years, he continued, " the child should have the freedom to worship as she 
sees fit, and not be influenced by prospective parents who Freedom
He abolished monarchial rule, reformed the law, drew the blueprint for religious freedom. Yet he was 
preceded by one King Charles and followed by another. Freedom
as literature, economics and political science. The marriage of military discipline and academic freedom 
is uneasy at best, but Rear Admiral James F. Calvert, now in his Freedom
1942, and it accompanied a story that analyzed the new significance of the freedom that the flag 
symbolized at a time when the U.S. was newly at war and Freedom
The New England town model of governance is gross naivete, ineffectual and restrictive of freedom. The 
vote of the majority can not interfere with the rights of any individua Freedom
body hair is too sexual. I don't want to confuse the idea of freedom with sexual nakedness. Openness and 
honesty call for no covering of any kind. Freedom
criterion of profit: return on invested capital. Factory managers were to have more freedom to decide 
what to produce, and to make contracts directly with buyers and suppliers Freedom
charges of antiwar bias against some major newspapers and TV networks, but defended the freedom of 
the press, asserting that " Government and the press are natural adversaries. Freedom



in World War II and collaborated with the Japanese in hopes of securing Indonesia's freedom. Finally, in 
August 1945, he seized on the Japanese defeat and Dutch Freedom
on his humanity; to the extent that it is successful, it limits his freedom to be himself. # What makes this 
trespass on self possible is the fact Freedom
misunderstanding and of any implication that the Department of Justice is interfering in the traditional 
freedom and independence of the press... We realize the peculiar problems that subpoenas Freedom
seeming to many in the McCarthy army that for the candidate, participatory democracy meant freedom 
to work out his eccentricities before an audience. In time McCarthy disregarded his staff Freedom
representative and a judge even gave him the long-delayed evidence that his battle for academic freedom 
had been successful: a copy of the 1967 state law repealing the old anti-evolution Freedom
spend freely all over the globe. It also gives the Federal Government a unique freedom of action in 
economics and world politics: Washington has been able to spend luxuriantly Freedom
accuracy riots, demonstrations and strikes. By becoming editor, he hoped to defend freedom of 
expression by following in his predecessors' footsteps and getting arrested. Indignant that Freedom
because they would be a fifth column. Even if you gave the refugees the freedom to choose between 
repatriation and compensation, they would not be free to accept compensation Freedom
a clean environment and human welfare, stress on the individual. Capitalism offers economic freedom 
only to those who already have the capital to play around with. Freedom
representatives of the private sector. The government upholds political pluralism, as well as freedom of 
speech and the press. Its apparent economic ideal is a combination of socialism Freedom
New York State attorney general, who charges that the A.M.A. has interfered with the freedom of 
medical practice. Defending itself now costs the association three-quarters of a million dollars Freedom
conveniently forgets that his country was a graveyard for Americans who fought for France's freedom. I 
guess it all depends on whose libert, egalit and fraternit are on Freedom
millions of immigrants from every corner of the earth who came here in search of freedom. Freedom
MacArthur attempted to get the case dismissed, claiming that the suit violated constitutional freedom of 
religion, as well as the confidentiality between a confessant and his priest. Freedom
Time is measured back and forth from the year 1968, when the growing freedom of the Czech people, 
the fabled Prague Spring, was crushed by the Soviets Freedom
to a Congress that lately has seemed ever more inclined to put strings on his freedom of action. And he 
must do all this in a world of instant communications Freedom
journeymen who must scramble through early morning rounds to qualify for each individual tournament. 
Freedom from this grind is granted only to those who win a tournament or become one Freedom
The headlong rush for freedom was touched off after six asylum-seeking Cubans in a bus rammed 
through the embassy gate Freedom
that symbiotic study of lonely spirits in stultifying small towns seeking the mind's freedom and the 
heart's release. Director Vivian Matalon has sensed that aspect of the Freedom
We'll continue to provide an open heart and open arms to refugees seeking freedom from Communist 
domination and from the economic deprivation brought about by Fidel Castro and his Freedom
heavy breathing that strikes terror in the hearts of all those who love peace and freedom? It could only be 
the scourge of the universe, the nastiest man from Freedom
a big difference between supporting liberation movements, the just cause of people fighting for freedom, 
and supporting terrorism. We have emphasized many times that we are opposed to Freedom
tax dollars are poured into re-establishing them here in the U.S. If the cost of freedom is a few extra days 
spent sitting around with your buddies, you've got Freedom
including radios and vacuum cleaners, bad. Feeling was good, thought bad. Freedom was good, 
conformity bad. Worst of all was responsibility, something Cummings made Freedom
early music specialists have developed techniques and virtuosity that allow them to perform with a 
freedom of interpretation that was unknown 30 years ago. And they play on replicas of Freedom
by scuttling under a fence in the exercise yard. Recaptured, they squirmed to freedom in December 
through air-conditioning vents. They were caught again but broke out this month Freedom
large percentage of pro-choice advocates would never have an abortion. We simply want the freedom to 
make that choice. Freedom
Everyone has the right to freedom of opinion and expression; this right includes freedom to hold 
opinions without interference and to seek, receive and impart information and ideas Freedom
rulers in London, Paris and the Hague saw subject peoples demand and win their freedom. Now it seems 
to be Moscow's turn. It was relatively easy for Freedom
hundreds of thousands of blacks fled the segregated South in search of jobs, freedom and dignity in the 
aftermath of World War II. Last week the Census Bureau Freedom
The word on high is that freedom of religion does not necessarily mean freedom from taxes. Freedom
activist organization that supports the old imperial system. # Though the Japanese constitution 
guarantees freedom of speech, the taboo against criticizing the royal family is almost never violated. Freedom
firing tenured teachers, some charged that this amounted to an assault on their intellectual freedom. " 
You'll never go broke overestimating how sensitive the tenure issue is to Freedom
ill considered, but CBS's hasty response slammed the door on sufficient regard for freedom of 
expression. When 60 Minutes anchorman Mike Wallace told off-color ethnic jokes during a Freedom
now I probably would, because I am still not entirely convinced that democracy and freedom will win in 
the Soviet Union. The main elements of the totalitarian society in Freedom
see the world in bipolar terms as two enormous forces -- one a defender of freedom, the other a source of 
nightmares. Europe became the point of friction between Freedom
some of the imprisoned peoples are battering the outside walls and intend to leap to freedom. It now 
seems certain that the center can not hold onto all 15 republics Freedom
new book is a reminder that the West, rejuvenated though it may be by freedom, still faces its major 
challenge in the aggressive economies of Asia. Culled from Freedom
turned loose on the streets of Beirut at the start of last week. His freedom did result from a combination 
of arm twisting and blandishments by Iran and Syria. Freedom



The Bush Administration has kept a cooler head in its campaign of silence to encourage freedom for the 
others. Press and government frenzy over hostages during the Carter and Reagan Freedom
dreaming of finally seemed to be coming to pass in Czechoslovakia: democracy, including freedom of 
expression and abolition of censorship; reform of the economic and social systems; Freedom
His best early movies, 48 Hrs. and Trading Places, permitted him the freedom to do variations on these 
characters, but he didn't have to carry these Freedom
controls overnight. The effect was breathtaking. British companies and investors seized the new freedom 
with both hands. In recent years, net foreign direct investment by British companies Freedom
and most sweeping pronouncement Rome has made in modern times on the limits of intellectual freedom 
in the Roman Catholic Church. Freedom
cable, federation is the future. But federation works only under the condition of freedom. Otherwise what 
passes for federation is really colonialism. And though colonialism had a Freedom
whether the NEA will survive at all, at least on terms consistent with intellectual freedom. Says Yale 
Drama School professor David Chambers, a prominent director in nonprofit theaters Freedom
the struggles of the last decades of the 20th century will have brought about the freedom and flexibility 
that have always been the goals of social reform. Issues like equal Freedom
have maintained their faith despite the oppression of Lenin and his successors. But with freedom come 
some grievous problems, principally shortages of money, trained clergy and just about Freedom
But then we remember that Elian's mother drowned trying to get him to freedom. And we're disgusted 
with both Castro and the anti-Castro zealots in Miami who Freedom
to continue seeing the media refer to Cuban Americans who feel passionately about liberty and freedom 
as anti-Castro zealots. Are Cuban Americans using Elian as a political pawn? Freedom
the President's allies, he has been losing popularity. Students impatient for more freedom and an end to 
Islamic codes governing what they wear and how they socialize have Freedom
a movie she's set to appear in, fretting about the state of artistic freedom in India and getting set to join 
relief efforts for victims of last October's Freedom
ideas, the contrast between the chaos from an absence of government and the day-to-day freedom that 
results. Beirut has never had an adequate infrastructure or careful planning. Fifteen Freedom
modern-day kind of slave trade, harsh, uncertain and expensive -- except there is freedom and 
opportunity at the end for those who survive it. Thousands of Chinese pay Freedom
we were implicated. Then it occurred to us that we could buy their freedom. That's how we found 
ourselves driving to an ATM, and withdrawing Freedom
option was created by HMOS to let members see doctors outside the network, but freedom predictably 
comes with a higher price. An HMO with broad networks like CIGNA's Freedom
achieve the necessary, delicate balance between the strength of authority and the risk of freedom. The 
Roman Catholic Church has been adaptable in the past, evolving, replenishing Freedom
The preamble to our founding constitution speaks of honoring those who suffered for justice and 
freedom in our country and respecting those who have worked to build and develop our country Freedom
the wreckage still has a lot of explaining to do. Lee won back his freedom only after pleading guilty to a 
single felony count of mishandling national-defense information, which Freedom
of the innovation in travel these days is an effort to restore that spirit of freedom. As airlines merge into 
more impersonal behemoths, an aviation executive creates a low-price Freedom
week as suicide bombers believed they were inscribing their souls into a future of national freedom by 
taking the lives of two Israelis and wounding about 40 others. Freedom
Cook agreed to plead no contest to a reduced murder charge in exchange for his freedom. Two months 
later DNA test results came back proving semen found on the victim Freedom
students must take jobs to cover college costs. Add to all that the sudden freedom of college life, and the 
stage is set for emotional turmoil, binge drinking Freedom
U.S. is not arrogant; it simply chooses good. It stands for justice and freedom. Those ideals can not be 
destroyed by any man, power or principality Freedom
 That it took a tragedy for people to forget themselves and remember family, freedom and God is a sad 
commentary on Americans. Maybe we have learned something from Freedom
As democracy arrived in Taiwan in the early 1990s, he was given increasing freedom and began to spend 
more time in the U.S. with his descendants. Freedom
share little in terms of core values such as democracy, equal rights and religious freedom. But 
conventional wisdom holds that Washington needs Riyadh on its side for two reasons Freedom
two vanished eras: the antebellum South, when blacks could earn dignity but not freedom; and those 
eight wintry nights when a whole nation could sit, rapt and Freedom
three latest novels, the Satyricon of Petronius Arbiter. The law allows artists more liberty than they 
realize, for proceedings against them are usually extralegal. The statute in Liberty
Judge Heflin replied that the court was higher than the newspaper, and that liberty of the press was 
secondary to human liberty. So he sentenced the three newspaper Liberty
the State religion. This Church is given preferential rights over other Churches. Full liberty of conscience 
is expressly confirmed. # The Constitution was passed by Parliament on March Liberty
Amendment, which declares that no state shall " deprive any person of life, liberty or property without 
due process of law. " The Court held the Nebraska law Liberty
Mussolini, the despot impersonating Attila, Caligula, Nero and all the enemies of liberty, we, Italians 
residing here, strongly protest in the name of civilization against Liberty
social contract is broken, men return to a state of nature and retake their liberty. Resign yourselves, 
therefore, gentlemen, to having to allow us to act Liberty
States is proud to have long been closely associated with a nation whose love of liberty is historic and 
whose sacrifices for the maintenance of that sacred right have been heroic Liberty
mercy has no place in the creed of Bolshevism. As a matter of fact liberty in all its forms is non-existent 
in Russia today. Even under the Tsar's Liberty
Russia today. Even under the Tsar's despotism the average man had more personal liberty than he has 
now. Hereunder the effects of the Soviet Government's deafness to Liberty



he has also upheld emergency rent laws, which his predecessor considered an infringement on liberty of 
contract. But the retirement of Justices Day, Pitney and Clarke deprived the Liberty

Under his superintendence the midshipmen at the academy have been allowed considerable more liberty 
than during previous regimes. Under previous Superintendents, midshipmen, except first class men Liberty
decree, because they used it to increase rents exorbitantly. They must realize that liberty has duties as 
well as rights. Liberty
When two nations cherish similar ideals, growing out of a common regard for disciplined liberty, for 
truth and love of justice, they seek to work in essential harmony Liberty
intact, but they have clearly shown that they repudiate every form of degeneration of liberty and every 
form of license, just as they repudiate all weakness or tolerance because Liberty
of republics or monarchies but problems of whether free government was to be maintained and liberty 
upheld. Liberty
forced the Irish people to look to republicanism as the savior of their ancient liberty so long denied to 
them. But Britain, with unquestioned sincerity, despite unfortunate Liberty
escaped before the amnesty was granted or whether he left after being notified of his liberty, as the 
Spanish Government declared he was. Le Quotidien declared, however, Liberty
was a success. It pointed out that it had not infringed on the autonomous liberty of action of any of the 
member churches; it rejoiced that it had been Liberty
movement to outlaw war should be assisted so far as is consistent with safeguarding U.S. liberty. Liberty
Frenchman and a Frenchman who gave his life that other Frenchmen might live in the liberty for which 
they fought. Liberty
easy vehicles of knowledge magazines as more highly calculated than any other to preserve the liberty, 
stimulate the industry, and meliorate the morals of an enlightened and free people Liberty
then supposed to have technical careers, or minds of their own, or the liberty of going about the city 
unchaperoned. Fellow students enjoyed blocking the young woman's Liberty
Pensively upon the stone broods the image of a frail young man. He proclaimed liberty by foully 
assassinating the Archduke Francis Ferdinand, Crown Prince of Austria-Hungary. Liberty
and be baptized, married and buried in Christian fashion, and there is similar liberty for Jews and 
Mohammedans. Liberty
The weaving of freedom is a struggle of law against lawlessness, of individual liberty against 
domination, of unity against sectionalism, of truth and honesty against demagoguery. Liberty
Other tribes not usually embroiled in the periodic Kurdish strivings for liberty were fighting against the 
Turks too. While Turkish military commanders proceeded with their tried Liberty
are the disadvantages of any dictatorship. Peruvians have a very great fondness for personal liberty. But 
in the past 20 years they have had little of it. Hundreds Liberty
EDITORS who feel they must have some artistic liberty in typography, will be permitted to use " all caps 
" in the first Liberty
that the People reserved to themselves powers over their personal liberty and that the legislatures are not 
competent to enlarge the powers of the Federal Government Liberty
defeating a movement which would otherwise remain a perpetual menace to orderly government and 
individual liberty. Liberty
Here, he had been informed, female entertainers were celebrating the liberty of the Republic by dancing 
in the raw. Po licemen looking strangely British in Liberty
moderate editors sympathizing with Chancellor Bruning's problems considered it an unwarranted attack 
on the liberty of the Press. Worst of all. it brought a growling protest from Germany Liberty
the world, even the Turkish and Afghan, allows its subjects a modicum of liberty. Fascism alone, in self 
defense, is obliged to annihilate all thought. Liberty
our characters are fundamentally the same. In the great moral principles of right to liberty and peace, the 
armies of Jugoslavia and America will march parallely in full accord Liberty
pass a law making contraceptive information and devices available to all the people, a liberty which Mrs. 
Sanger, a trained nurse, did not altogether approve. Senator Gillett Liberty
One can not speak of religious liberty, with proper appreciation of its essential and historic significance, 
without assuming the existence Liberty
Yours is a country without a free parliament, and there is no justice where liberty does not exist! Liberty
the War broke, M. Paderewski subordinated all private interests to the struggle for Polish liberty, raised 
money for the cause with his fingers, finally brought President Wilson to Liberty
A roaring reactionary, he battled those who " would poison the wellsprings of American liberty, " and 
endeared himself to the D. A. R. Without money or organized support Liberty
injunction in mind, said he: " He set aside the constitutional guarantees of liberty of contract and free 
speech. He permitted his court to be used as a Liberty
confirmed in decisive fashion our national unanimity which is inalienable because it is founded on 
liberty and the passionate love of country. Liberty
destroy liberty here in America and make this great nation part of his new Nazi world order Liberty
gives most of his admiration to the radical minister Roger Williams, who founded religious liberty in 
Rhode Island, the radical nobleman William Penn, who brought the Quaker Colony Liberty
to consent to a loss of some personal liberties in order to preserve the basic liberty of choosing those who 
are to govern. We need men now who do not Liberty
Government to a state of complete subjection to the enemy and deprive it of all liberty and all right to 
represent free French citizens. The Government therefore now declare that Liberty
let us work together seriously and unselfishly so that we may survive in peace and liberty. Liberty
and goals of democracy. It can portray the American dream of a nation with liberty, justice and 
opportunity for all Liberty
overthrown is the strategy of destruction by which the enemies of freedom hope to overthrow liberty in 
this, the greatest of the nations that freedom has created Liberty
It is time to restate the case for England and liberty; and it can best be done in double harness with those 
United States whose Liberty



the doctrines and deeds of those who Wheelwright felt have most signally helped-and hindered-truth-
telling and liberty. On the angels' side, among others, are Prometheus, Jesus Christ Liberty
nose last week. She tied up at Seattle and sent her crew ashore on liberty. Some of her seamen were less 
than judicious in what they had to tell Liberty
to whether it might be, here or there, taking unfair advantage of the liberty of the democratic process 
which it was enjoying in this country as the historic gift Liberty
on the knees of Revolutionary soldiers who had lost arms fighting for liberty. That liberty is very easily 
lost -unless we are vigilant.' We were a group of Liberty
by so doing America must abandon her place as the leader in world ideals of liberty, as the guardian of 
the dignity of the individual and as the champion of Liberty
reduces itself to the opposition of two systems, one based on the principle of liberty, of which America 
proclaims herself the champion; the other guided by an authoritarian Liberty
democratic government for perhaps hundreds of years -the future existence of political freedom and 
individual liberty, the future existence of private capitalism and human decency-may all depend upon the 
degree Liberty
people. Through centuries the Serbs, Croatians and Slovenes fought and died for their liberty and 
independence, always placing the value of liberty high above the value of their Liberty
Slovenes fought and died for their liberty and independence, always placing the value of liberty high 
above the value of their lives. Disregarding tremendous odds they always had to Liberty
any threat, or in the face of any danger, surrender the guarantees of liberty our forefathers framed for us 
in our Bill of Rights... # " We covenant Liberty
stand between the subject and any attempted encroachment of liberty by the executive, alert to see that 
any coercive action is justified by law Liberty
gloomy theme ran through the whole trip: socialism in Britain is strangling individual liberty in the 
historic citadel of liberty. Many a farmer and small business man told Liberty
spread your mercy over those who prefer to die in dignity for the sake of liberty to a life of dishonor in a 
realm of bondage Liberty
we can not believe that the Western capitalist states were at all concerned with our liberty and 
independence. If anyone fought for our freedom, really defeated and drove out Liberty
against ecclesiastical institutionalism and state control of conscience began to lay the groundwork for 
religious liberty as it is known today. Though the Puritans came to the New World in Liberty
and ideals for which it exists. The danger is increased by the fact that liberty is being denied by those 
who profess to cherish it. Violation of conscience arises Liberty
play about with power and force, and openly despise justice, the law, liberty and tolerance. And that is 
again the issue in connection with the danger of Liberty
into a divided world the universal philosophy of the U.S. It spoke a regard for liberty as well as peace, 
for justice as well as hope, for freedom as Liberty
But the very essence of constitutional freedom of press and speech is to allow more liberty than the good 
citizen will take. Liberty
From a prominent Baptist layman came a message likening the Baptist struggles for religious liberty 
under Roger Williams to the modern battle against Communism. Liberty
of man by man and with the abuses to which capitalism has given rise-abuses of liberty, abuses of 
property, abuses of all kinds, which have had the effect Liberty
most excites Bryant, its landed wealth, its civilization, its regard for personal liberty, its native good 
sense. No mere passionless chronicler, Historian Bryant knows what Liberty
issues. One is the restoration of a program of progress within the principles of liberty rather than the 
principles of socialism... I think that that includes the whole field Liberty
This blunt ranking of liberty above peace is in a solid American tradition, but it is also a courageous Liberty
But there can not be independence without interdependence, and there can not be human liberty except 
as men recognize that they are bound together by ties of common destiny. Liberty
white men only. Last week it tightened the definition by serving notice that personal liberty applies only 
to those white South Africans whom its ministers happen to like. Liberty
It is the issue of liberty against the creeping socialization in every domestic field. Liberty was the 
foundation of our Government, the reason for our growth, the basis Liberty
It is the issue of liberty against the creeping socialization in every domestic field. Liberty was the 
foundation of our Government, the reason for our growth, the basis Liberty
the disagreeable facts are assembled and presented as a description of the state of American liberty, then 
a fraud has been perpetrated... What we have here in Liberty
or design, such policy, formulated with reckless indifference to the preservation of constitutional liberty 
and our free enterprise economy, coupled with the rapid centralization of power in the Liberty
Would Bertrand Russell not agree that honest speech is a far better defense of civil liberty than silence 
plus a pleading of the Fifth Amendment? The parallel to George Washington Liberty
he had not been damaged, the jury had plainly replotted the line dividing press liberty and press license. Liberty
a resounding majority, later installed Father Varga as Speaker of Parliament. But political liberty was 
short-lived. In 1947, he fled to Vienna and was airlifted to freedom Liberty
the throngs of Europe, Asia and Africa cast a durable vote for freedom and liberty. The faces were turned 
to the U.S. and to the man who had become Liberty
more and more Catholic scholars and church leaders are coming to accept religious liberty as a matter of 
principle. Schlesinger feels that " most Catholic leaders have honestly Liberty
of intellectuals, either educated abroad or trained at home by Western-influenced teachers. Admiring 
liberty, they are humiliated by the servility of their Parliament; taught to respect honesty Liberty
door of friendship and comprehension to the yearning of the Cuban people to live in liberty and 
economic independence, we, the representatives of the Mexican people, repeat our Liberty
Novelist Romain Gary has created a gallery of heroes who are willing to die for liberty but have to settle 
for the lesser victory of self-knowledge. Whether they enter the Liberty
underlying the U.S. Protestant insistence on separation of church and state-is the question of religious 
liberty. The Roman Catholic record is clear, say Protestants; when in the minority Liberty



the very highest heights of their hierarchy that they believe in complete and absolute religious liberty. 
Roman Catholicism must come with clean hands and admit her own sin in the Liberty
In foreign policy, some applications of Augustan power might well benefit the cause of liberty and 
justice in the world, but the Administration is learning that many of the Liberty
a surplus of doctors, partly because the government believes that if the spark of liberty is to be kept alive 
in East Germany, some intellectual leaders must remain. Liberty
that would keep one permanently young, la Dorian Gray. The age prattled of liberty, but the man the 
intellectual French Encyclopedists hailed as a philosopher king, Frederick Liberty
of press freedom, nation by nation. The newsmen found faint stirrings of editorial liberty in the 
Dominican Republic following the assassination of Dictator Rafael Leonidas Trujillo. They noted Liberty
a beacon of light to all enslaved people and those suffering from deprivations of individual liberty. In my 
travels I have found that the thing which people in other lands Liberty
been to eliminate financial chaos and corruption, invigorate the stagnant economy, restore political 
liberty. While the ghost of the hanged Menderes still haunted the nation, the army Liberty
But I believe just as strongly that time will prove it wrong, that liberty and independence and self-
determination, not Communism, is the future of man, and Liberty
system to bring down the U.S. In two cases involving the constitutional balance between individual 
liberty and national security, the court stood for security. But on each case the Liberty
controlled by five major nations of disparate ambitions, rests solely upon power. But liberty really rests 
upon law, and this principal failure of the U.N. Charter was Liberty
week, the Free University has grown from nothing to a solid symbol of academic liberty and the second 
biggest (after Munich) university in West Germany. It is Liberty
by countless human beings over the face of the globe who, deprived of their liberty without accusation, 
without trial, upon nothing but the arbitrary fiat of a sovereign Liberty
The ensuing trial is still remembered as an epic defense of free speech and individual liberty, largely 
because of Plato's detailed account of it. But the trial site Liberty
a giant step from John Kennedy's rhetorical commitment to intervene anywhere in defense of liberty. 
Moreover, he abandons the belief, which he himself once held, that Liberty
judicial opinions of Mr. Justice Douglas have consistently and implicitly reaffirmed the sacredness of 
personal liberty. His compassionate regard for individual rights in an age of creeping Orwellian 
conformity is Liberty

he attracted worldwide attention when his speech in support of the council document on religious liberty 
for all -including atheists-was hailed by the assembled churchmen with a burst of forbidden applause Liberty
ironically enough, of the Second Vatican Council. The council's decree on religious liberty was quickly 
felt in Roman Catholic countries, where hitherto severe restrictions on Protestant evangelizing Liberty
injury. Our burdens have been increased, our substance eaten out and our municipal liberty destroyed. 
Why may not New York disrupt the bonds that bind her to a Liberty
racial matters, but to retreat from Warren Court principles in criminal procedure and personal liberty. 
This is not just a product of shifting personnel. For the most part Liberty
A debate arose-with echoes today in the U.S. -between those who defended individual liberty, ignoring 
the fact that only the middle class, or above, could take Liberty
His family is similarly enchanted; one of them chortles at the notion of a liberty so unrestricted that " you 
can say' you' to the President. " Liberty
re-establishes priorities that have been lost during the bloodshed: the need for peace and liberty for 
Northern Ireland's Catholics without necessarily creating a single Irish state in the immediate Liberty
money quickly evaporated. Ellsberg and Russo are finding out that while the price of liberty may be 
eternal vigilance, the cost of justice can be astronomical. Their trial Liberty
indeed guilty and arrogantly refuses to resign, then he is a threat to the liberty of every American. In such 
a case, impeachment is the only recourse the Liberty
bold defiance of the junta's anti-Marxist campaign and in obvious disregard for their own liberty, they 
chanted leftist slogans as the cortege marched slowly to the mausoleum. Softly Liberty
the committee to tell of his shabby doings, Ervin's devotion to law and liberty shone by contrast. His 
eyebrows dancing up and down like puppets on a string Liberty
explorations of the pervasiveness of Victorian pornography (albeit hidden). Mill was preaching liberty to 
the converted, Hirnmelfarb argues, except in the area of women's liberation Liberty
that a government should be altered or abolished when it becomes destructive of life, liberty and the 
pursuit of happiness. Liberty
both parties regularly come by for chats. Ford's nine top aides have the liberty to barge in whenever they 
see fit. He talks with individual Cabinet heads on Liberty
for either visitors or those who live there, the sanctuary of life, liberty and the pursuit of happiness that 
the Revolution envisioned. But last year it ranked Liberty
warm, hilarious collection demonstrates, despite the changing boundaries of artistic license and comic 
liberty, The New Yorker cartoonist has always known exactly where to draw the line. Liberty
Whirl filed a civil suit against Sheriff Kern for depriving him not only of his liberty but also his artificial 
leg. Liberty
soul would have dared impugn the veracity of the Crown for fear of losing his liberty, perhaps even his 
head. Not today, and not the proudly blue-collar Sunday Liberty
Communist-ruled land, he encouraged East bloc Christians to persist in their struggle for religious 
liberty. Liberty
at least two constitutional guarantees: the Fifth Amendment rights of religious freedom and individual 
liberty. Dooling called a woman's freedom to terminate her pregnancy for health reasons, Liberty
the contras are an authentic army of Nicaraguans, mainly peasants, fighting for their liberty against a 
repressive tyranny supported and maintained in power by the Soviet Union. The Liberty
The cry was ironic, for liberty was precisely what the hard-pressed federal officials running the camp 
were trying to give the Liberty



Citing the delicacy of ongoing efforts to secure eventual liberty for the hostages, Brzezinski refuses to 
respond point by point to Sullivan's bill Liberty
led the parade or refused to march. It is the cradle not only of liberty but of imagination: John Harvard 
conceived of a college; Emerson and Thoreau inspired Liberty
extolled as the most efficient economic system or as the philosophy most compatible with political 
liberty. But even capitalism's most ardent supporters have had trouble answering charges that it Liberty
Liberty has never come from any Government. Liberty comes from the limitation of the power of 
Government, whose very nature is force Liberty
through a writ of habeas corpus on the theory that it had been deprived of liberty without having done 
anything wrong. Before Carol was released last week on other grounds Liberty
taken for granted in the absence of the military strength that ensures a nation's liberty. By the time the 
convention ended, Leader Helmut Kohl, 51, had Liberty
produced a piercing and extremely influential series of books on the subtlest problems of individual 
liberty and social coercion. In analyzing the relationship between power and truth, he is Liberty
staffs, between individuals. Yet there is almost always reaffirmation of the principle of liberty, the glue of 
the free world. Liberty
What had begun as Poland's year of liberty ended dramatically in violence, bloodshed and repression. 
The beleaguered government of General Wojciech Liberty
Amendment rights do not necessarily take priority over the individual's right to life, liberty, privacy and 
the pursuit of happiness. Liberty
mostly graffiti. Hair is lavish in dispraise of all things American, except presumably liberty. The play 
itself borders on license by presenting a scene in which half a Liberty
wants to give billions of dollars to Central America, it says, to support liberty and political pluralism. Yet 
democracy in Central America is a patchy business at best Liberty
he found himself turning his campaign talk into a rather passionate tutorial on religion and liberty. " The 
founding fathers spelled it out in great detail, " he said Liberty
ranks, have given such vibrant life to the constitutional guarantees of equality and individual liberty that 
American society stands transformed. Liberty
Thus the debt is not just a financial but a political problem. To enjoy liberty, you must have a minimal 
level of subsistence. Liberty
finished too. American politics is no longer about bearing any burden in defense of liberty. American 
politics is about the Clean Air Act. # This is not to Liberty
is constitutional. The Fifth and 14th amendments only prevent the denial of life and liberty without due 
process of law. When Chief Justice Earl Warren was on this court Liberty
some liberals, including the late Justice Hugo Black) insist privacy is an invented liberty without 
constitutional foundation. Let Souter second Black, if that be his position, Liberty
and have more time with his family. What generation in history has enjoyed such liberty to write the 
rules as it goes along? Over the past 30 years, Liberty
out in the name of the Irish Republican Army, the six Irishmen won their liberty after Britain's Court of 
Appeal at last concurred with their contention that the case Liberty
right down to his repudiation of America. No one ever embraced life, liberty and the pursuit of happiness 
more lustily. An Emersonic boom was his, and Liberty
daring experiment in democracy that in turn became a symbol and a haven of individual liberty for 
people throughout the world. But the revolution that began with his voyages was Liberty
to have joined the pantheon of inalienable human entitlements, right there alongside life, liberty and the 
pursuit of good TV reception. How else to explain the fuss made Liberty
but that can not control our decision. Our obligation is to define the liberty of all, not to mandate our own 
moral code. " Despite this affirmation Liberty
lower the tone of American campaigns. The freedom to ignore politics is a democratic liberty almost as 
precious as the freedom to participate. And for many intelligent, well-informed Liberty
sweeps away argument. Jefferson was the giver of America's creed of life and liberty, but he was 
tormented and ineffective at facing the nation's blood curse of Liberty
sources, new instructions issued to Israeli forces in the West Bank allow them greater liberty to open fire 
on known guerrillas belonging to Hamas and its spin-off, the Islamic Liberty
became apparent that there was nothing simple, or certain, about Suu Kyi's liberty. It was tempting to 
imagine a Burmese equivalent of the release of Nelson Mandela Liberty
their kids' daily intake of vitamins with Prozac to ensure their success. The liberty to obey the caprices of 
our emotions, no matter how politically incorrect, should Liberty
fear. There is in these new media a foreshadowing of the intellectual and economic liberty that might 
undo all the authoritarian powers on earth. Liberty
Young Jessica had absolutely no freedom of choice regarding her right to life, liberty or the pursuit of a 
normal education. Most of her teachings came from her Liberty
of mind and our tradition of freedom; we accept a bunker culture in which liberty loses to suffocating 
security measures. We dishonor the memory of our dead by giving Liberty
from mutual admiration to mutual acrimony. Both countries claim to embody universal ideals of liberty 
and human rights, making them kindred souls in terms of shared values but sharp Liberty
to get after the Civil War to help them support themselves and make their new liberty real. For most of 
them, of course, the promise never materialized, Liberty
But some are, slowly, expressing aspirations for greater guarantees of personal liberty, for laws they can 
understand and trust. # The country is a mosaic Liberty
is tiresome to continue seeing the media refer to Cuban Americans who feel passionately about liberty 
and freedom as anti-Castro zealots. Are Cuban Americans using Elian as a political pawn Liberty

are still attracted to Windsor. These days, though, they come not for liberty or libations but to buy toilets. Liberty
so judged today. He began a noted speech at a battlefield with references to liberty and the proposition of 
equality. How hokey can one get? Liberty



to Americans is the White House, home and office to Presidents, symbol of liberty to the world. It's 
getting all polished up for the 200th commemoration of Liberty
worked together to demonstrate that the war overseas would be won only by preserving American liberty 
at home. The week after the raid, the Secret Service suggested a list Liberty
Bin Laden has gravely underestimated the resolve of Americans to defend their liberty, whatever the 
price. And that makes more than 280 million reasons he ca Liberty
Islam that substitutes a lust for violence for a love of peace. They abhor liberty and justice. Their choice 
of civilian and governmental targets indicates that they understand one Liberty
believe that the right of individuals to pursue happiness makes societies weak, and that liberty begets 
only materialism. Since they were routed from Afghanistan and many of their fighters Liberty
and your report was a reminder of how this country was founded upon freedom and liberty, ideas that 
inspired the American people to be innovative and audacious in achieving their Liberty
for an issue chock-full of stories about real heroes who have given so much for liberty and the sake of 
their fellow man? I hope our culture has the maturity Liberty
society apart from totalitarian hellholes like Saddam Hussein's Iraq is its dedication to individual liberty. 
Conscription sacrifices the very values we are supposed to be defending. Liberty
reading of the Constitution. As the first Secretary of State, Jefferson believed that liberty was jeopardized 
by concentrated federal power, which he tried to restrict through a narrow Liberty
we have ever had in the White House July 5. His dream of human liberty will not be realized until 
everyone on the planet is free. Liberty, democracy Liberty
of human liberty will not be realized until everyone on the planet is free. Liberty, democracy and peace 
are closely related, and perhaps they will come together at Liberty
seal the borders; others believe that it is doing too much, shredding civil liberty in pursuit of security. 
Some people are relieved that at least the intelligence agencies Liberty
for Democracy, Bush found validation for his central theory about Iraq: give people liberty, and they will 
thrive. " It made him very excited, " says Liberty
doing the same thing today in Iraq and Afghanistan. Americans know the cost of liberty, but they won't 
change their ideals. I trust President Bush. Liberty
are not wanted. America is moving out of old Europe, which sees its liberty as coming with the air it 
breathes, and being welcomed in the new Europe Liberty
gays could be ripe for reversal. And with that, the latest battle over liberty, morality and privacy begins. Liberty
As the demands of security bump up against the safeguards of personal liberty, clashes have been 
breaking out around the country over where to draw the line Liberty



Time Verb AbsVsCon ExpFINE ExpCOARSE

20s insisted Abstract Society Exp_InAnim

20s assured Concrete_NonCAP Criminals Exp_Anim

20s Cop Abstract Spec_Hum Exp_Anim

20s counts Abstract Society Exp_InAnim

20s cry Abstract Society Exp_Anim

20s right Abstract Country Exp_InAnim

20s regarded Abstract Society Exp_InAnim

20s devoted to Abstract Society Exp_InAnim

20s result Abstract Society Exp_InAnim

20s Regarding Abstract Society Exp_InAnim

20s declared Abstract Country Exp_InAnim

20s believe Abstract Society Exp_InAnim

20s provide guarantees Abstract Spec_Hum Exp_Anim

20s kiss Abstract Thing Exp_InAnim

20s Have Abstract Society Exp_Anim

20s Bring Abstract Spec_Hum Exp_Anim

20s Freedom Abstract Company Exp_InAnim

20s have Abstract Country Exp_InAnim

20s Freedom Abstract Society Exp_InAnim

20s Championed Abstract Society Exp_InAnim

30s opposing Contrete_NonCAP Country Exp_InAnim

30s like Abstract Spec_Hum Exp_Anim

30s Cop Abstract Society Exp_Anim

30s Refused Abstract Spec_Hum Exp_Anim

30s Assured Abstract USA Exp_InAnim

30s Have Abstract USA Exp_Anim

30s suspend Abstract Country Exp_InAnim

30s wish Abstract Company Exp_InAnim

30s enlarge Abstract Country Exp_InAnim

30s Wants Abstract Society Exp_InAnim

30s struggled Abstract Country Exp_InAnim

30s gratitude Abstract Country Exp_InAnim

30s cop Abstract Society Exp_InAnim

30s enjoyed Concrete_NonCAP Spec_Hum Exp_Anim

30s cop Abstract Country Exp_InAnim

30s needs Abstract Spec_Hum Exp_Anim

30s respect Abstract Country Exp_InAnim



30s Enthusiasm Abstract Country Exp_InAnim

30s Remarry Abstract Society Exp_InAnim

30s interferance Abstract Society Exp_InAnim

40s Worked Abstract Country Exp_InAnim

40s reserved Abstract Society Exp_InAnim

40s enjoy Abstract Society Exp_Anim

40s Freedom Abstract Society Exp_Anim

40s grant Abstract Spec_Hum Exp_Anim

40s cop Abstract Society Exp_InAnim

40s imperil Abstract Country Exp_InAnim

40s Give Abstract PolGroup Exp_InAnim

40s Battle Abstract Society Exp_InAnim

40s plead Abstract Society Exp_InAnim

40s maintained Abstract Country Exp_InAnim

40s celebrated Abstract Country Exp_InAnim

40s gave Abstract Country Exp_InAnim

40s Freedom Abstract Society Exp_InAnim

40s cop Abstract Spec_Hum Exp_Anim

40s preserve Abstract Country Exp_InAnim

40s love Abstract Society Exp_InAnim

40s Freedom Abstract Society Exp_InAnim

40s Talk_about Abstract Country Exp_InAnim

40s owed Concrete_NonCAP Spec_Hum Exp_Anim

50s talk Abstract Society Exp_Anim

50s contempt Abstract Country Exp_InAnim

50s demand Abstract Society Exp_Anim

50s Freedom Abstract Country Exp_InAnim

50s Give Abstract Country Exp_InAnim

50s devote Abstract Country Exp_InAnim

50s threat Abstract Society Exp_InAnim

50s Burst_out Concrete_Cap Spec_Hum Exp_Anim

50s fears Abstract Society Exp_InAnim

50s given Abstract Country Exp_InAnim

50s infringe Abstract Society Exp_InAnim

50s cop Abstract Society Exp_InAnim

50s cop Abstract Society Exp_InAnim

50s fought Abstract Society Exp_InAnim



50s search Abstract Society Exp_InAnim

50s have Abstract Spec_Hum Exp_Anim

50s offered Abstract Country Exp_InAnim

50s growth Abstract Society Exp_InAnim

50s guarantee Abstract Society Exp_InAnim

50s struggle Abstract Spec_Hum Exp_Anim

60s entitled Concrete_Cap Spec_Hum Exp_Anim

60s drive Abstract Country Exp_InAnim

60s cop Abstract Society Exp_Anim

60s keep Concrete_NonCAP Country Exp_Anim

60s freedom Abstract Country Exp_InAnim

60s Freedom Abstract Country Exp_InAnim

60s loss Abstract Society Exp_Anim

60s freedom Abstract Country Exp_InAnim

60s guarantee Abstract Country Exp_Anim

60s give Abstract Country Exp_Anim

60s allow Abstract Society Exp_Anim

60s freedom Abstract Society Exp_InAnim

60s March Abstract Society Exp_Anim

60s make_use Abstract Society Exp_InAnim

60s establish Abstract Country Exp_InAnim

60s thirst Abstract Country Exp_InAnim

60s winning Abstract Society Exp_InAnim

60s Defending Abstract Society Exp_InAnim

60s Freedom Abstract Country Exp_Anim

60s Freedom Abstract Society Exp_Anim

70s faith Abstract Society Exp_InAnim

70s Freedom Abstract Country Exp_InAnim

70s Freedom Abstract Society Exp_InAnim

70s allowing Abstract Country Exp_InAnim

70s have Abstract Spec_Hum Exp_Anim

70s Freedom Abstract Society Exp_InAnim

70s marriage Abstract Society Exp_InAnim

70s Freedom Abstract Society Exp_InAnim

70s restrictive Abstract Society Exp_InAnim

70s Freedom Abstract Spec_Hum Exp_Anim

70s have Abstract Society Exp_Anim

70s defended Abstract Society Exp_InAnim



70s securing Abstract Country Exp_InAnim

70s limits Abstract Spec_Hum Exp_Anim

70s interfering Abstract Society Exp_InAnim

70s Freedom Abstract Spec_Hum Exp_Anim

70s battle Abstract Spec_Hum Exp_Anim

70s gives Abstract Society Exp_InAnim

70s defend Abstract Society Exp_InAnim

70s gave Abstract Society Exp_InAnim

80s offers Abstract Society Exp_InAnim

80s upholds Abstract Society Exp_InAnim

80s Interfered Abstract Society Exp_InAnim

80s fought_for Abstract Country Exp_InAnim
80s search Abstract Society Exp_Anim

80s violated Abstract Society Exp_InAnim

80s growing Abstract Country Exp_InAnim

80s Freedom Abstract Spec_Hum Exp_Anim

80s Freedom Abstract Spec_Hum Exp_Anim

80s rush Abstract Spec_Hum Exp_Anim

80s seeking Abstract Society Exp_Anim

80s seeking Abstract Spec_Hum Exp_Anim

80s love Abstract Society Exp_Anim

80s fighting Abstract Society Exp_Anim

80s cost Abstract Society Exp_InAnim

80s cop Abstract Society Exp_InAnim

80s Freedom Abstract Spec_Hum Exp_Anim

80s squirmed Abstract Spec_Hum Exp_Anim

80s want Abstract Spec_Hum Exp_Anim

80s Freedom Abstract Society Exp_InAnim

90s win Abstract Country Exp_Anim

90s search Abstract Country Exp_Anim
90s Freedom Abstract Society Exp_InAnim

90s guarantees Abstract Country Exp_InAnim

90s assault Abstract Spec_Hum Exp_Anim

90s regard Abstract Society Exp_InAnim

90s win Abstract Society Exp_InAnim

90s Freedom Abstract Society Exp_InAnim

90s leap Abstract Spec_Hum Exp_Anim

90s rejuvenated Abstract Society Exp_InAnim

90s freedom Abstract Spec_Hum Exp_Anim



90s encourage Abstract Society Exp_InAnim

90s Freedom Abstract Country Exp_InAnim

90s permitted Abstract Spec_Hum Exp_Anim

90s seized Abstract Country Exp_InAnim

90s limits Abstract Society Exp_InAnim

90s Freedom Abstract Society Exp_InAnim

90s Freedom Abstract Society Exp_InAnim

90s brought Abstract Society Exp_InAnim

90s come Abstract Society Exp_InAnim

2000s get_to Abstract Spec_Hum Exp_Anim

2000s feel Abstract Society Exp_InAnim

2000s impatient Abstract Spec_Hum Exp_Anim

2000s freedom Abstract Country Exp_InAnim

2000s freedom Abstract Country Exp_InAnim

2000s cop Abstract Country Exp_InAnim

2000s buy Abstract Spec_Hum Exp_Anim

2000s comes Abstract Society Exp_InAnim

2000s freedom Abstract Society Exp_InAnim

2000s suffered Abstract Society Exp_InAnim

2000s won Concrete_Cap Spec_Hum Exp_Anim

2000s freedom Abstract Society Exp_InAnim

2000s freedom Abstract Society Exp_InAnim

2000s freedom Abstract Spec_Hum Exp_Anim

2000s freedom Abstract Spec_Hum Exp_Anim

2000s stands Abstract Society Exp_InAnim

2000s remember Abstract Society Exp_InAnim

2000s given Abstract Spec_Hum Exp_Anim

2000s freedom Abstract Society Exp_InAnim

2000s earn Abstract Society Exp_Anim

20s allows Abstract Society Exp_InAnim

20s cop Abstract Society Exp_InAnim

20s cop Abstract Society Exp_InAnim

20s deprive Abstract Society Exp_InAnim

20s Liberty Abstract Society Exp_InAnim

20s retake Abstract Society Exp_Anim

20s love Abstract Society Exp_InAnim

20s cop Abstract Society Exp_InAnim

20s had Abstract Country Exp_InAnim



20s Liberty Abstract Society Exp_InAnim

20s allowed Abstract Spec_Hum Exp_Anim

20s has Abstract Society Exp_InAnim

20s regard Abstract Country Exp_InAnim

20s Degeneration Abstract Society Exp_InAnim

20s upheld Abstract Country Exp_InAnim

20s Liberty Abstract Country Exp_InAnim

20s notified Concrete_Cap Spec_Hum Exp_Anim

20s infringed Abstract Society Exp_InAnim
20s safeguarding Abstract Society Exp_InAnim

20s live Abstract Country Exp_InAnim

30s preserve Abstract Society Exp_InAnim

30s Liberty Abstract Spec_Hum Exp_Anim

30s proclaimed Abstract Spec_Hum Exp_Anim

30s cop Abstract Society Exp_InAnim

30s struggle Abstract Society Exp_InAnim

30s striving Abstract Country Exp_InAnim

30s Liberty Abstract Society Exp_InAnim

30s have Abstract Society Exp_InAnim

30s Liberty Abstract Society Exp_Anim

30s Liberty Abstract Society Exp_InAnim

30s celebrating Abstract Society Exp_InAnim

30s attack Abstract Society Exp_InAnim

30s allows Abstract Country Exp_Anim

30s Liberty Abstract Country Exp_InAnim

30s approve Abstract Society Exp_Anim

30s speak Abstract Society Exp_InAnim
30s exist Abstract Country Exp_InAnim

30s struggle Abstract Country Exp_InAnim

30s Liberty Abstract Society Exp_InAnim

30s guarantees Abstract Society Exp_Anim

40s founded Abstract Society Exp_InAnim
40s destroy Abstract Society Exp_InAnim

40s founded Abstract Society Exp_InAnim

40s preserve Abstract Society Exp_InAnim

40s deprive Abstract Country Exp_InAnim
40s survive Abstract Spec_Hum Exp_Anim

40s Liberty Abstract Society Exp_Anim

40s overthrow Abstract Society Exp_InAnim

40s Liberty Abstract Country Exp_InAnim



40s hindered Abstract Society Exp_InAnim

40s sent_ashore Abstract Spec_Hum Exp_Anim

40s taking_advantage Abstract Spec_Hum Exp_Anim

40s fighting Abstract Spec_Hum Exp_Anim

40s Liberty Abstract Society Exp_InAnim

40s Liberty Abstract Society Exp_InAnim

40s Liberty Abstract Society Exp_InAnim

40s died Abstract Country Exp_Anim

40s Liberty Abstract Country Exp_Anim

40s surrender_guarantees Abstract Society Exp_Anim

40s attempted_encroachment Abstract Society Exp_Anim

50s strangling Abstract Country Exp_InAnim

50s die_for_the_sake Concrete_NonCAP Society Exp_Anim

50s concerned_with Abstract Society Exp_Anim

50s lay_the_groundwork Abstract Society Exp_Anim

50s denied Abstract Society Exp_Anim

50s despise Abstract Society Exp_InAnim

50s Liberty Abstract Society Exp_InAnim

50s allow Abstract Society Exp_Anim

50s struggles Abstract Society Exp_InAnim

50s abuses Abstract Society Exp_InAnim

50s regard Abstract Society Exp_InAnim

50s Liberty Abstract Society Exp_InAnim
50s ranking Abstract Society Exp_Anim

50s cop Abstract Society Exp_Anim

50s applies Abstract Society Exp_Anim

50s cop Abstract Society Exp_InAnim

50s Liberty Abstract Society Exp_InAnim

50s Liberty Abstract Society Exp_InAnim

50s preservation Abstract Society Exp_InAnim

50s defense Abstract Society Exp_InAnim
60s Liberty Abstract Society Exp_InAnim

60s cop Abstract Society Exp_InAnim

60s Liberty Abstract Country Exp_InAnim

60s accept Abstract Society Exp_InAnim

60s admiring Abstract Country Exp_Anim

60s live Abstract Country Exp_Anim

60s die Abstract Society Exp_InAnim

60s Liberty Abstract Society Exp_InAnim



60s believe_in Abstract Society Exp_InAnim

60s Liberty Abstract Society Exp_InAnim

60s cop Abstract Society Exp_Anim

60s prattled Abstract Society Exp_InAnim

60s Liberty Abstract Society Exp_InAnim

60s Liberty Abstract Society Exp_Anim

60s restore Abstract Society Exp_InAnim

60s Liberty Abstract Society Exp_InAnim

60s Liberty Abstract Society Exp_InAnim

60s rests Abstract Society Exp_InAnim

60s Liberty Abstract Society Exp_InAnim

60s deprived Abstract Spec_Hum Exp_Anim

70s defense Abstract Spec_Hum Exp_Anim

70s defense Abstract Society Exp_InAnim

70s Liberty Abstract Spec_Hum Exp_Anim

70s Liberty Abstract Society Exp_InAnim

70s Liberty Abstract Society Exp_InAnim

70s destroyed Abstract Spec_Hum Exp_Anim

70s Liberty Abstract Society Exp_InAnim

70s defended Abstract Society Exp_InAnim

70s unrestricted Abstract Spec_Hum Exp_Anim

70s Liberty Abstract Society Exp_InAnim

70s Liberty Abstract Spec_Hum Exp_Anim

70s Liberty Abstract Spec_Hum Exp_Anim

70s Disregard Abstract Spec_Hum Exp_Anim

70s Liberty Abstract Society Exp_InAnim

70s preaching Abstract Spec_Hum Exp_Anim

70s destructive Abstract Society Exp_InAnim

70s have Abstract Spec_Hum Exp_Anim

70s Liberty Abstract Society Exp_InAnim

70s Liberty Abstract Society Exp_InAnim

70s depriving Concrete_Cap Spec_Hum Exp_Anim

80s losing Concrete_NonCAP Spec_Hum Exp_Anim

80s struggle Abstract Spec_Hum Exp_Anim

80s Liberty Abstract Society Exp_InAnim

80s fighting Abstract Spec_Hum Exp_Anim

80s give Concrete_Cap Spec_Hum Exp_Anim



80s secure Concrete_Cap Spec_Hum Exp_Anim

80s Liberty Abstract Society Exp_InAnim

80s Liberty Abstract Society Exp_InAnim

80s come Abstract Society Exp_InAnim

80s deprived Abstract Society Exp_InAnim

80s ensures Abstract Society Exp_InAnim

80s Liberty Abstract Society Exp_InAnim

80s reaffirmation Abstract Society Exp_InAnim

80s Liberty Abstract Country Exp_InAnim

80s Liberty Abstract Spec_Hum Exp_Anim

80s Liberty Abstract Society Exp_InAnim

80s support Abstract Society Exp_InAnim

80s Liberty Abstract Society Exp_InAnim

80s guarantees Abstract Society Exp_InAnim

80s enjoy Abstract Spec_Hum Exp_Anim

90s defense Abstract Society Exp_InAnim

90s denial Abstract Spec_Hum Exp_Anim

90s invented Abstract Society Exp_InAnim

90s enjoyed Abstract Society Exp_InAnim

90s won Abstract Spec_Hum Exp_Anim

90s embraced Abstract Spec_Hum Exp_Anim

90s Liberty Abstract Society Exp_InAnim

90s Liberty Abstract Society Exp_InAnim

90s define Abstract Society Exp_InAnim

90s cop Abstract Society Exp_InAnim

90s Liberty Abstract Society Exp_InAnim

90s allow Abstract Spec_Hum Exp_Anim

90s Liberty Concrete_Cap Spec_Hum Exp_Anim

90s obey Abstract Spec_Hum Exp_Anim

90s Liberty Abstract Society Exp_InAnim

90s right Abstract Spec_Hum Exp_Anim

90s loses Abstract Society Exp_InAnim

90s embody Abstract Society Exp_InAnim

90s make_real Abstract Spec_Hum Exp_Anim

90s Liberty Abstract Society Exp_InAnim

2000s Liberty Abstract Spec_Hum Exp_Anim

2000s come Abstract Spec_Hum Exp_Anim

2000s Liberty Abstract Society Exp_InAnim



2000s Liberty Abstract Society Exp_InAnim

2000s preserving Abstract Society Exp_InAnim

2000s defend Abstract Society Exp_InAnim

2000s abhor Abstract Country Exp_InAnim

2000s begets Abstract Country Exp_InAnim

2000s founded_upon Abstract Society Exp_InAnim

2000s given Abstract Society Exp_InAnim

2000s Liberty Abstract Society Exp_InAnim

2000s was_jeopardized Abstract Society Exp_InAnim

2000s Liberty Abstract Spec_Hum Exp_Anim

2000s cop Abstract Spec_Hum Exp_InAnim

2000s shredding Abstract Society Exp_InAnim

2000s give Abstract Spec_Hum Exp_Anim

2000s Liberty Abstract Society Exp_InAnim

2000s Liberty Abstract Society Exp_InAnim
2000s battle_over Abstract Society Exp_InAnim

2000s Liberty Abstract Society Exp_InAnim



SYNTAX Argument AGENTIVITY Theme source_domain_fine

FRDMofNP Obj Non_Agent Society FINE_GR_NON

WithFRDM(adj)adj Obj Non_Agent Legal/Crime FIGHT

FREEDOM Obj Non_Agent Society FINE_GR_NON

FREEDOM Sub Agent Society IDEAL

ForFRDM Obj Non_Agent Society GIVE

NPtoFRDM Obj Non_Agent Society GIVE

FRDMofNP Obj Non_Agent Society VALUE

FREEDOM Obj Non_Agent Society IDEAL

FRDMofNP Obj Non_Agent Society MISC

FRDMofNP Obj Non_Agent Society VALUE

FRDMofNP Obj Non_Agent Society IDEAL

FRDMofNP Obj Non_Agent Society IDEAL

FRDMfromNP Obj Non_Agent Legal/Crime GIVE

NPofFRDM Obj Non_Agent Society PERSON

FRDMofNP Obj Non_Agent Society HAVE

FREEDOM Obj Non_Agent Society GIVE

FRDMfromNP Obj Non_Agent Economy FINE_GR_NON

FRDMto Obj Non_Agent Society HAVE

FRDMof Obj Non_Agent Society FINE_GR_NON

(adj)FRDM Obj Non_Agent Society IDEAL

FRDMfor Obj Non_Agent Society FIGHT

FRDMfrom Obj Non_Agent Society ENJOY

FREEDOM Sub Agent Society PLACE

ofFRDM Obj Non_Agent Legal/Crime GIVE

FREEDOM Obj Non_Agent Society FIGHT

FRDMto Obj Non_Agent Society HAVE

FREEDOM Obj Non_Agent Society GIVE

FRDMin Obj Non_Agent Economy WANT

FRDMof Obj Non_Agent Society ITEM

FRDMfor Obj Non_Agent Society WANT

FRDMfor Obj Non_Agent Society FIGHT

forFRDM Obj Non_Agent Society FINE_GR_NON

FREEDOM Sub Non_Agent Economy FINE_GR_NON

FREEDOM Obj Non_Agent Legal/Crime ENJOY

FREEDOM Obj Non_Agent Society GIVE

FREEDOM Obj Non_Agent Society NEED

FRDMof Obj Non_Agent Legal/Crime IDEAL



forFRDM Obj Non_Agent Society IDEAL

FRDMto Obj Non_Agent Society ITEM

FRDMof Obj Non_Agent Society FIGHT

VPforFRDM Obj Non_Agent Society EARN

FREEDOM Obj Non_Agent Economy ITEM

FREEDOM Obj Non_Agent Society ENJOY

FRDMof Obj Non_Agent Society FINE_GR_NON

FRDMof Obj Non_Agent Society GIVE

FREEDOM Obj Non_Agent Society IDEAL

FREEDOM Obj Non_Agent Society KEEP

FRDMof Obj Non_Agent Society GIVE

NPforFRDM Obj Non_Agent Economy FIGHT

FRDMto Obj Non_Agent Society GIVE

FREEDOM Obj Non_Agent Society HAVE

FRDMfrom Obj Non_Agent Society IDEAL

FREEDOM Obj Non_Agent Society GIVE

FRDMof Obj Non_Agent Society FINE_GR_NON

FRDMis Sub Non_Agent Society IDEAL

NPofFRDM Obj Non_Agent Society KEEP

NPofFRDM Obj Non_Agent Society IDEAL

FREEDOM Obj Non_Agent Society IDEAL

FREEDOM Obj Non_Agent Society FINE_GR_NON

FREEDOM Obj Non_Agent Society DEBT

ofFRDM Obj Non_Agent Society FIGHT

ofFRDM Obj Non_Agent Society FINE_GR_NON

forFRDM Obj Non_Agent Society GIVE

ofFRDM Obj Non_Agent Society KEEP

FRDMto Obj Non_Agent Society GIVE

to(ajd)FRDM Obj Non_Agent Society IDEAL

toFRDM Obj Non_Agent Society KEEP

toFRDM Obj Non_Agent Legal/Crime DESTINATION

FREEDOM Obj Non_Agent Society IDEAL

FREEDOM Obj Non_Agent Society GIVE

FRDMof Obj Non_Agent Society FIGHT

FREEDOM Obj Non_Agent Society GIVE

FRDMto Obj Non_Agent Society HAVE

FREEDOM Obj Non_Agent Society FIGHT



(adj)FRDM Obj Non_Agent Society DESTINATION

FRDMto Obj Non_Agent Society HAVE

FRDMof Obj Non_Agent Society GIVE

(adj)FRDM Obj Non_Agent Society LIVING

FRDMof Obj Non_Agent Society GIVE

forFRDM Obj Non_Agent Society FIGHT

toFRDM Obj Non_Agent Society FINE_GR_NON

toFRDM Obj Non_Agent Society DESTINATION

FRDMfor Obj Non_Agent Society FINE_GR_NON

FREEDOM Obj Non_Agent Society HAVE

FREEDOM Obj Non_Agent Society FINE_GR_NON

FRDMfor Obj Non_Agent Society KEEP

FREEDOM Obj Non_Agent Society HAVE

ofFRDM Obj Non_Agent Society SP_PLACE

FRDMof Obj Non_Agent Society GIVE

FREEDOM Obj Non_Agent Society GIVE

FRDMof Obj Non_Agent Society GIVE

FRDMadjto Obj Non_Agent Society FINE_GR_NON

toFRDM Obj Non_Agent Society DESTINATION

ofFRDM Obj Non_Agent Society ITEM

FRDMis Obj Non_Agent Society FIGHT

forFRDM Obj Non_Agent Society FOOD

FREEDOM Obj Non_Agent Society PRIZE

FREEDOM Obj Non_Agent Society KEEP

FRDMfor Obj Non_Agent Society FINE_GR_NON

FRDMfor Obj Non_Agent Society IDEAL

FRDMof Obj Non_Agent Society IDEAL

FRDMto Obj Non_Agent Society FIGHT

ofFRDM Obj Non_Agent Society FINE_GR_NON

(adj)FRDM Obj Non_Agent Society GIVE

FRDMto Obj Non_Agent Society HAVE

FREEDOM Obj Non_Agent Society STRUCTURE

(adj)FRDM Obj Agent Society SPOUSE

FREEDOM Obj Non_Agent Society VALUE

ofFRDM Obj Non_Agent Society HAVE

NPofFRDM Obj Non_Agent Society FINE_GR_NON

FRDMto Obj Non_Agent Society HAVE

FRDMofNP Obj Non_Agent Society KEEP



(adj)FRDM Obj Non_Agent Society KEEP

FRDMto Obj Non_Agent Society HAVE

FREEDOM Obj Non_Agent Society FIGHT

FRDMto Obj Non_Agent Society FINE_GR_NON

(adj)FRDM Obj Non_Agent Society FIGHT

FRDMofNP Obj Non_Agent Society GIVE

FRDMofNp Obj Non_Agent Society KEEP

FRDMto Obj Non_Agent Society GIVE

FRDM(ajd)to Obj Non_Agent Economy GIVE

FRDMofNP Obj Non_Agent Society KEEP

FRDMof Obj Non_Agent Society FIGHT

FREEDOM Obj Non_Agent Society FIGHT
ofFRDM Obj Non_Agent Society PLACE

FRDMofNP Obj Non_Agent Society FIGHT

FRDMof Obj Non_Agent Society LIVING

FRDMofNP Obj Non_Agent Society FIGHT

FRDMfrom Obj Non_Agent Society FINE_GR_NON

forFRDM Obj Non_Agent Society DESTINATION

(adj)FRDM Obj Non_Agent Society SP_PLACE

FRDMfrom Obj Non_Agent Society SP_PLACE

FREEDOM Obj Non_Agent Society IDEAL

forFRDM Obj Non_Agent Society FIGHT

ofFRDM Obj Non_Agent Society ITEM

FREEDOM Sub Agent Society FINE_GR_NON

FRDMofNP Obj Non_Agent Society FINE_GR_NON

FREEDOM Obj Non_Agent Legal/Crime DESTINATION

FRDMto Obj Non_Agent Society FINE_GR_NON

FRDMofNP Obj Non_Agent Society FINE_GR_NON

FREEDOM Obj Non_Agent Society PRIZE

FREEDOM Obj Non_Agent Society DESTINATION
FRDMof Obj Non_Agent Society FINE_GR_NON

FRDMof Obj Non_Agent Society GIVE

on(adj)FRDM Obj Non_Agent Society FIGHT

FRDMof Obj Non_Agent Society VALUE

FREEDOM Sub Agent Society PERSON

FREEDOM Obj Non_Agent Society KEEP

toFRDM Obj Non_Agent Legal/Crime DESTINATION

byFRDM Obj Non_Agent Society FOOD

FREEDOM Obj Non_Agent Society FIGHT



FRDMfor Obj Non_Agent Society IDEAL

FRDMofNP Obj Non_Agent Society FINE_GR_NON

FRDMto Obj Non_Agent Society GIVE

FREEDOM Obj Non_Agent Economy FIGHT

of(adj)FRDM Obj Non_Agent Society FIGHT

ofFRDM Obj Non_Agent Society CONDITION

FREEDOM Obj Non_Agent Society FINE_GR_NON

FREEDOM Obj Non_Agent Society GIVE

withFRDM Sub Agent Society FINE_GR_NON

toFRDM Obj Non_Agent Society DESTINATION

aboutFRDM Obj Non_Agent Society IDEAL

for(adj)FRDM Obj Non_Agent Society WANT

(adj)FRDM Obj Non_Agent Society ITEM

FREEDOM Obj Non_Agent Society FINE_GR_NON

FREEDOM Obj Non_Agent Society DESTINATION

VP(poss.adj)FRDM Obj Non_Agent Legal/Crime GIVE

FRDM(adj)VP Obj Non_Agent Society GIVE

ofFRDM Obj Non_Agent Society FINE_GR_NON

forFRDM Obj Non_Agent Society IDEAL

FREEDOM Obj Non_Agent Legal/Crime PRIZE

ofFRDM Obj Non_Agent Society KEEP

of(adj)FRDM Obj Non_Agent Society FINE_GR_NON

FREEDOM Obj Non_Agent Society GIVE

FRDMof Obj Non_Agent Society FINE_GR_NON

forFRDM Obj Non_Agent Society IDEAL

FREEDOM Obj Non_Agent Society FINE_GR_NON

(adj)FRDM Obj Non_Agent Society GIVE

(adj)FRDM Obj Non_Agent Society IDEAL

FREEDOM Obj Non_Agent Society EARN

LIBERTY Obj Non_Agent Society GIVE

LBRTYof Obj Non_Agent Society FINE_GR_NON

LBRTYof Obj Non_Agent Society FINE_GR_NON

LIBERTY Obj Non_Agent Society GIVE

LIBERTY Obj Agent Society KEEP

VP(poss.adj)FRDM Obj Non_Agent Society FIGHT

ofLBRTY Obj Non_Agent Society IDEAL

LBTRYin Obj Non_Agent Society FINE_GR_NON

(adj)LBRTY Obj Non_Agent Society HAVE



LBRTYof Obj Non_Agent Society FIGHT

LIBERTY Obj Non_Agent Society GIVE

LBRTY_VP Sub Agent Economy HAVE

(adj)LBRTY Obj Non_Agent Society IDEAL

ofLBTRY Obj Non_Agent Society ORGANIC

LBRTY_VP Obj Non_Agent Society KEEP

(adj)LBRTY Obj Agent Society GIVE

LIBERTY Obj Non_Agent Legal/Crime FINE_GR_NON

LBTRYof Obj Non_Agent Society FIGHT
LIBERTY Obj Non_Agent Society KEEP

LBRTYfor Obj Non_Agent Society SP_PLACE

LIBERTY Obj Non_Agent Economy KEEP

LBRTYof Obj Non_Agent Society HAVE

LIBERTY Obj Non_Agent Society IDEAL

LBTRYfor Obj Non_Agent Society FINE_GR_NON

of(adj)FRDM Sub Agent Society FIGHT

forFRDM Obj Non_Agent Society FIGHT

for(adj)FRDM Obj Non_Agent Society IDEAL

LBRTYin Obj Non_Agent Society HAVE

(adj)LBRTY Obj Non_Agent Society ITEM

(adj)LBRTY Obj Non_Agent Society KEEP

LBRTYof Obj Non_Agent Society IDEAL

LBRTYof Obj Agent Society FIGHT

adjofLBRTY Obj Non_Agent Society GIVE

toLBRTY Obj Non_Agent Society FINE_GR_NON

LIBERTY Obj Non_Agent Society IDEAL

of(adj)FRDM Obj Non_Agent Society FINE_GR_NON
LIBERTY Obj Agent Society FINE_GR_NON

for(adj)FRDM Obj Non_Agent Society FIGHT

ofLBRTY Obj Non_Agent Society FINE_GR_NON

LBRTYof Obj Non_Agent Legal/Crime ITEM

onLBRTY Obj Non_Agent Society SP_PLACE
LIBERTY Obj Non_Agent Society ITEM

(adj)LBRTY Obj Non_Agent Society IDEAL

LBRTYof Obj Non_Agent Society KEEP

of(adj)LBRTY Obj Non_Agent Society GIVE
inLBRTY Obj Non_Agent Society SP_PLACE

LBRTYfor Obj Non_Agent Society FINE_GR_NON

LBRTYin Obj Non_Agent Society FIGHT

LIBERTY Obj Non_Agent Society FINE_GR_NON



LIBERTY Obj Agent Society KEEP

onLBRTY Obj Non_Agent Society SP_PLACE

ofLBRTY Obj Non_Agent Society FINE_GR_NON

forLBRTY Obj Non_Agent Society FIGHT

ofLBRTY Obj Non_Agent Society IDEAL

ofLBRTY Obj Non_Agent Society IDEAL

(adj)LBRTY Obj Non_Agent Society FINE_GR_NON

forLBRTY Obj Non_Agent Society IDEAL

ofLBTRY Obj Non_Agent Society VALUE

ofLBRTY Obj Non_Agent Society FINE_GR_NON

ofLBRTY Obj Non_Agent Society FIGHT

(adj)LBRTY Obj Agent Society FIGHT

ofLBRTY Obj Non_Agent Society IDEAL

LIBERTY Obj Non_Agent Society IDEAL

for(adj)LBRTY Obj Non_Agent Society STRUCTURE

LIBERTY Obj Non_Agent Society GIVE

LIBERTY Obj Non_Agent Society IDEAL

forLBRTY Obj Non_Agent Society WORTH

(adj)LBRTY Obj Non_Agent Society GIVE

forLBRTY Obj Non_Agent Society FIGHT

ofLBRTY Obj Agent Society KEEP

for(adj)LBRTY Obj Non_Agent Society MISC

ofLBRTY Obj Non_Agent Society FINE_GR_NON
ofLBRTY Obj Non_Agent Society WORTH

(adj)LBRTY Obj Non_Agent Society FINE_GR_NON

(adj)LBRTY Obj Non_Agent Society RULES

LIBERTY Obj Non_Agent Society IDEAL

ofLBRTY Sub Agent Society FINE_GR_NON

of(adj)LBRTY Obj Non_Agent Society FINE_GR_NON

of(adj)LBRTY Obj Non_Agent Society KEEP

of(adj)LBRTY Obj Non_Agent Society KEEP
(adj)LBRTY Obj Non_Agent Society ITEM

(adj)LBRTY Sub Agent Society ORGANIC

forLBRTY Obj Non_Agent Society FINE_GR_NON

(adj)LBRTY Obj Non_Agent Society IDEAL

LIBERTY Obj Non_Agent Society IDEAL

inLBRTY Obj Non_Agent Society SP_PLACE

forLBRTY Obj Non_Agent Society IDEAL

ofLBRTY Obj Non_Agent Society FINE_GR_NON



(adj)LBRTY Obj Non_Agent Society IDEAL

ofLBRTY Obj Non_Agent Society IDEAL

ofLBRTY Obj Non_Agent Society FLAME

ofLBRTY Obj Non_Agent Society FINE_GR_NON

of(adj)LBRTY Obj Non_Agent Society FINE_GR_NON

of(adj)LBRTY Obj Non_Agent Society ITEM

(adj)LBRTY Obj Non_Agent Society KEEP

LIBERTY Obj Non_Agent Society FINE_GR_NON

(adj)LBRTY Obj Non_Agent Society FINE_GR_NON

LIBERTY Sub Agent Society PERSON

of(adj)LBRTY Obj Non_Agent Society FINE_GR_NON

of(poss.adj)LBRTY Obj Non_Agent Legal/Crime FIGHT

(adj)LBRTY Obj Non_Agent Legal/Crime KEEP

ofLBRTY Obj Non_Agent Society KEEP

of(adj)LBRTY Obj Non_Agent Society RELIGIOUS

of(adj)LBRTY Obj Non_Agent Society FINE_GR_NON

on(adj)LBRTY Obj Non_Agent Society FINE_GR_NON

(adj)LBRTY Obj Non_Agent Society ITEM

(adj)LBRTY Obj Non_Agent Society FINE_GR_NON

(adj)LBRTY Obj Non_Agent Society KEEP

LIBERTY Obj Non_Agent Society ITEM

forLBRTY Obj Non_Agent Society NEED

ofLBRTY Obj Non_Agent Society BUY

totheLBRTY Obj Non_Agent Society KEEP

forposs.adjLBRTY Obj Non_Agent Society FINE_GR_NON

toLBRTY Obj Non_Agent Society IDEAL

LBRTYto Obj Non_Agent Society IDEAL

ofLBRTY Obj Agent Society ITEM

LBRTYto Obj Non_Agent Society ITEM

LIBERTY Obj Non_Agent Society FINE_GR_NON

(adj)LBRTY Obj Non_Agent Society SP_PLACE

of(poss.adj)LBRTY Obj Non_Agent Society FIGHT

VP(poss.adj)LBRTY Obj Non_Agent Legal/Crime ITEM

for(adj)LBRTY Obj Non_Agent Society FIGHT

(adj)LBRTY Obj Non_Agent Society FINE_GR_NON

for(poss.adj)LBRTY Obj Non_Agent Society IDEAL

LIBERTY Obj Non_Agent Society WANT



LBRTYfor Obj Non_Agent Society KEEP

ofLBRTY Obj Non_Agent Society PERSON

LIBERTY Obj Non_Agent Economy FINE_GR_NON

LIBERTY Sub Agent Society PERSON

ofLBRTY Obj Non_Agent Society GIVE

(adj)LBRTY Obj Non_Agent Society GIVE

(adj)LBRTY Obj Non_Agent Society FINE_GR_NON

NPofLBRTY Obj Non_Agent Society IDEAL

ofLBRTY Obj Non_Agent Society TIME

toLBRTY Obj Non_Agent Society FINE_GR_NON

LIBERTY Obj Non_Agent Society FINE_GR_NON

LIBERTY Obj Non_Agent Society KEEP

onLBRTY Obj Non_Agent Society FINE_GR_NON

ofLBRTY Obj Non_Agent Society GIVE

LIBERTY Obj Non_Agent Society ENJOYMENT

ofLBRTY Obj Non_Agent Society KEEP

LIBERTY Obj Non_Agent Legal/Crime IDEAL

LIBERTY Obj Non_Agent Society IDEAL

LBRTYto Obj Non_Agent Society ENJOYMENT

LIBERTY Obj Non_Agent Legal/Crime PRIZE

LIBERTY Obj Non_Agent Society IDEAL

ofLBRTY Obj Non_Agent Society FINE_GR_NON

LIBERTY Obj Non_Agent Society FINE_GR_NON

LBRTYof Obj Non_Agent Society IDEAL

(adj)LBRTY Obj Non_Agent Society FINE_GR_NON

LIBERTY Obj Non_Agent Society RELIGIOUS

LBRTYto Obj Non_Agent Society GIVE

LIBERTY Obj Non_Agent Legal/Crime FINE_GR_NON

LBRTYto Obj Non_Agent Society FINE_GR_NON

oftheLBRTY Obj Non_Agent Society FINE_GR_NON

toLBRTY Obj Non_Agent Society FINE_GR_NON

LIBERTY Sub Agent Society WIN

ofLBRTY Obj Non_Agent Society IDEAL

LIBERTY Obj Non_Agent Society ITEM

LIBERTY Obj Non_Agent Society GIVE

aboutLBRTY Obj Non_Agent Society IDEAL

forLBRTY Obj Non_Agent Society FINE_GR_NON

toLBRTY Obj Non_Agent Society FINE_GR_NON



LBRTYto Obj Non_Agent Society FINE_GR_NON

(adj)LBRTY Obj Non_Agent Society KEEP

VP(poss.adj)LBRTY Obj Non_Agent Society KEEP

LIBERTY Obj Non_Agent Society IDEAL

LIBERTYVP Obj Non_Agent Society FINE_GR_NON

LIBERTY Obj Non_Agent Society SP_PLACE

forLBRTY Obj Non_Agent Society IDEAL

to(adj)LBRTY Obj Non_Agent Society IDEAL

LIBERTY Obj Non_Agent Society KEEP

of(adj)LBRTY Obj Non_Agent Society IDEAL

LIBERTY Obj Non_Agent Society FINE_GR_NON

(adj)LBRTY Obj Non_Agent Society ITEM

LIBERTY Obj Non_Agent Society GIVE

ofLBRTY Obj Non_Agent Society BUY

LBRTYas Obj Non_Agent Society PERSON
LIBERTY Obj Non_Agent Society KEEP

of(adj)LBRTY Obj Non_Agent Society KEEP



source_domain_coarse OF/FROM Verb

COARSE_NON ofPRESS insisted

STRUGGLE X FIGHT

COARSE_NON X Cop

IDEAL X counts

MANIPUTABLE_OBJECT X cry

MANIPUTABLE_OBJECT X right

ofPRESS regarded

IDEAL X IDEAL

NON_SD ofTeaching result

ofSpeech Regarding

IDEAL Religious declared

IDEAL ofInquiry believe

MANIPUTABLE_OBJECT fromInterference provide guarantees

MISC x kiss

MANIPUTABLE_OBJECT ofTrade Have

MANIPUTABLE_OBJECT mental Bring

COARSE_NON fromboompsychology Freedom

MANIPUTABLE_OBJECT have

COARSE_NON Freedom

IDEAL IDEAL

STRUGGLE opposing

MISC like

MISC Cop

MANIPUTABLE_OBJECT Refused

STRUGGLE KEEP

MANIPUTABLE_OBJECT Have

MANIPUTABLE_OBJECT suspend

MANIPUTABLE_OBJECT wish

MANIPUTABLE_OBJECT enlarge

MANIPUTABLE_OBJECT Wants

STRUGGLE FIGHTd

COARSE_NON gratitude

COARSE_NON cop

enjoyed

MANIPUTABLE_OBJECT cop

MISC needs

IDEAL respect



IDEAL Enthusiasm

MANIPUTABLE_OBJECT Remarry

BATTLE interferance

MISC Worked

MANIPUTABLE_OBJECT reserved

enjoy

COARSE_NON Freedom

MANIPUTABLE_OBJECT grant

IDEAL cop

STRUGGLE imperil

MANIPUTABLE_OBJECT action GIVE

STRUGGLE FIGHT

MANIPUTABLE_OBJECT plead

MANIPUTABLE_OBJECT maintained

IDEAL IDEALd

MANIPUTABLE_OBJECT GIVE

COARSE_NON Freedom

IDEAL cop

STRUGGLE KEEP

IDEAL x love

IDEAL x Freedom

COARSE_NON x Talk_about

MANIPUTABLE_OBJECT x owed

STRUGGLE x talk

COARSE_NON x contempt

MANIPUTABLE_OBJECT x demand

STRUGGLE x Freedom

MANIPUTABLE_OBJECT x GIVE

IDEAL x devote

STRUGGLE x threat

PLACE x Burst_out

IDEAL x fears

MANIPUTABLE_OBJECT x GIVE

STRUGGLE Press FIGHT

MANIPUTABLE_OBJECT x cop

MANIPUTABLE_OBJECT x cop

STRUGGLE x FIGHT



PLACE Religious search

MANIPUTABLE_OBJECT General have

MANIPUTABLE_OBJECT General offered

MISC General growth

MANIPUTABLE_OBJECT Religious guarantee

STRUGGLE General FIGHT

COARSE_NON General entitled

PLACE General drive

COARSE_NON General cop

MANIPUTABLE_OBJECT Personal keep

COARSE_NON Press freedom

STRUGGLE Intellectual Freedom

MANIPUTABLE_OBJECT General loss

PLACE General freedom

MANIPUTABLE_OBJECT Press guarantee

MANIPUTABLE_OBJECT General GIVE

MANIPUTABLE_OBJECT Movement allow

COARSE_NON General freedom

PLACE General March

MANIPUTABLE_OBJECT Press make_use

STRUGGLE General FIGHT

MISC General thirst

STRUGGLE General FIGHTning

STRUGGLE Religious KEEPing

COARSE_NON General Freedom

IDEAL Religious Freedom

IDEAL Press faith

STRUGGLE General Freedom

COARSE_NON General Freedom

MANIPUTABLE_OBJECT artistic alloFIGHTg

MANIPUTABLE_OBJECT Religious have

MISC Religious Freedom

MISC academic marriage

General Freedom

MANIPUTABLE_OBJECT General restrictive

COARSE_NON General Freedom

MANIPUTABLE_OBJECT General have

STRUGGLE Press KEEPed



STRUGGLE General securing

MANIPUTABLE_OBJECT General limits

STRUGGLE Press interfering

COARSE_NON General Freedom

STRUGGLE academic FIGHT

MANIPUTABLE_OBJECT General GIVE

STRUGGLE ofExpression KEEP

MANIPUTABLE_OBJECT ofChoice GIVE

MANIPUTABLE_OBJECT General offers

STRUGGLE Speech upholds

STRUGGLE General FIGHTd

STRUGGLE General FIGHT_for
MISC General search

STRUGGLE Religious violated

MISC General groFIGHTg

STRUGGLE General Freedom

COARSE_NON General Freedom

PLACE General rush

PLACE mental seeking

PLACE Poltical seeking

IDEAL General love

STRUGGLE General FIGHTing

MANIPUTABLE_OBJECT General cost

COARSE_NON General cop

COARSE_NON ofInterpretation Freedom

PLACE General squirmed

COARSE_NON ofChoice want

COARSE_NON ofOpinion Freedom

STRUGGLE General FIGHT

PLACE General search
COARSE_NON ofReligion Freedom

MANIPUTABLE_OBJECT ofSpeech guarantees

STRUGGLE Intellectual FIGHT

MISC ofExpression regard

STRUGGLE General FIGHT

STRUGGLE General Freedom

PLACE General leap

MISC General rejuvenated

STRUGGLE General freedom



IDEAL General encourage

COARSE_NON ofExpression Freedom

MANIPUTABLE_OBJECT General permitted

STRUGGLE General seized

STRUGGLE Intellectual limits

MISC General Freedom

COARSE_NON Intellectual Freedom

MANIPUTABLE_OBJECT General brought

COARSE_NON General come

PLACE General get_to

IDEAL General feel

MANIPUTABLE_OBJECT General impatient

MANIPUTABLE_OBJECT artistic freedom

COARSE_NON General freedom

PLACE General cop

MANIPUTABLE_OBJECT General buy

MANIPUTABLE_OBJECT General comes

COARSE_NON General freedom

STRUGGLE General suffered

STRUGGLE General won

STRUGGLE General freedom

COARSE_NON national freedom

MANIPUTABLE_OBJECT Personal freedom

COARSE_NON General freedom

IDEAL General stands

COARSE_NON General remember

MANIPUTABLE_OBJECT General GIVE

IDEAL Religious freedom

MISC General earn

MANIPUTABLE_OBJECT artistic allows

COARSE_NON ofPRESS cop

COARSE_NON ofConscience cop

MANIPUTABLE_OBJECT General deprive

STRUGGLE General Liberty

STRUGGLE General retake

IDEAL General love

COARSE_NON General cop

MANIPUTABLE_OBJECT Personal had



STRUGGLE contract Liberty

MANIPUTABLE_OBJECT Personal allowed

MANIPUTABLE_OBJECT General has

IDEAL General regard

MISC General IDEAL

STRUGGLE General upheld

MANIPUTABLE_OBJECT General Liberty

COARSE_NON General notified

STRUGGLE ofAction FIGHTd
STRUGGLE General KEEPing

PLACE General live

STRUGGLE General KEEP

MANIPUTABLE_OBJECT General Liberty

IDEAL General proclaimed

COARSE_NON Religious cop

STRUGGLE Personal FIGHT

STRUGGLE General striving

IDEAL Personal Liberty

MANIPUTABLE_OBJECT artistic have

MANIPUTABLE_OBJECT Personal Liberty

STRUGGLE Personal Liberty

IDEAL General celebrating

STRUGGLE ofPRESS FIGHT

MANIPUTABLE_OBJECT Personal allows

COARSE_NON General Liberty

IDEAL Personal IDEAL

COARSE_NON Religious speak
COARSE_NON General exist

STRUGGLE General FIGHT

COARSE_NON General Liberty

MANIPUTABLE_OBJECT ofSpeech guarantees

PLACE General founded
MANIPUTABLE_OBJECT General destroy

IDEAL General founded

STRUGGLE ofChoice KEEP

MANIPUTABLE_OBJECT General deprive
PLACE General survive

COARSE_NON General Liberty

STRUGGLE General overthrow

COARSE_NON General Liberty



STRUGGLE General hindered

PLACE General sent_ashore

COARSE_NON General taking_advantage

STRUGGLE General FIGHTing

IDEAL IdealsOf Liberty

IDEAL PrincipleOf Liberty

COARSE_NON Personal Liberty

IDEAL General died

MISC General Liberty

COARSE_NON GuaranteesOf surrender_guarantees

STRUGGLE General attempted_encroachment

STRUGGLE General strangling

IDEAL General IDEAL

IDEAL General concerned_with

MISC Religious lay_the_groundwork

MANIPUTABLE_OBJECT General denied

IDEAL General despise

MISC General Liberty

MANIPUTABLE_OBJECT General allow

STRUGGLE General FIGHTs

STRUGGLE General abuses

x Personal regard

COARSE_NON General Liberty
MISC General ranking

COARSE_NON General cop

MISC Personal IDEAL

IDEAL General cop

COARSE_NON General Liberty

COARSE_NON General Liberty

STRUGGLE General preservation

STRUGGLE General defense
MANIPUTABLE_OBJECT ofPRESS Liberty

MISC Political cop

COARSE_NON General Liberty

IDEAL Religious IDEAL

IDEAL General admiring

PLACE General live

IDEAL General die

COARSE_NON Religious Liberty



IDEAL Religious believe_in

IDEAL Religious Liberty

MISC General cop

COARSE_NON General prattled

COARSE_NON General Liberty

MANIPUTABLE_OBJECT Personal Liberty

STRUGGLE Political KEEP

COARSE_NON General Liberty

COARSE_NON Personal Liberty

MISC General rests

MISC academic Liberty

STRUGGLE General deprived

STRUGGLE General defense

STRUGGLE General defense

MISC General Liberty

COARSE_NON Religious Liberty

COARSE_NON Religious Liberty

MANIPUTABLE_OBJECT General destroyed

COARSE_NON Personal Liberty

STRUGGLE Personal KEEPed

MANIPUTABLE_OBJECT Personal unrestricted

MANIPUTABLE_OBJECT Personal Liberty

MANIPUTABLE_OBJECT Personal Liberty

STRUGGLE General Liberty

COARSE_NON General Disregard

IDEAL General Liberty

IDEAL General preaching

MANIPUTABLE_OBJECT General destructive

MANIPUTABLE_OBJECT General have

COARSE_NON General Liberty

PLACE General Liberty

STRUGGLE General depriving

MANIPUTABLE_OBJECT General losing

STRUGGLE Religious FIGHT

COARSE_NON Personal Liberty

IDEAL General FIGHTing

MANIPUTABLE_OBJECT General GIVE



STRUGGLE General KEEP

MISC General Liberty

COARSE_NON General Liberty

MISC General come

MANIPUTABLE_OBJECT General deprived

MANIPUTABLE_OBJECT General ensures

COARSE_NON Personal Liberty

IDEAL General reaffirmation

MISC General Liberty

COARSE_NON General Liberty

COARSE_NON General Liberty

STRUGGLE General support

COARSE_NON General Liberty

MANIPUTABLE_OBJECT General guarantees

MISC General enjoy

STRUGGLE General defense

IDEAL General denial

IDEAL Privacy invented

MISC General enjoyed

STRUGGLE General won

IDEAL General IDEALd

COARSE_NON General Liberty

COARSE_NON General Liberty

IDEAL General IDEAL

COARSE_NON democratic cop

MISC General Liberty

MANIPUTABLE_OBJECT General allow

COARSE_NON General Liberty

COARSE_NON General obey

COARSE_NON General Liberty

COARSE_NON General right

STRUGGLE General loses

IDEAL General IDEAL

MANIPUTABLE_OBJECT General make_real

MANIPUTABLE_OBJECT General Liberty

IDEAL General Liberty

COARSE_NON General come

COARSE_NON General Liberty



COARSE_NON General Liberty

STRUGGLE General preserving

STRUGGLE General KEEP

IDEAL General abhor

COARSE_NON General begets

PLACE General founded_upon

IDEAL General GIVE

IDEAL General Liberty

STRUGGLE General was_jeopardized

IDEAL General Liberty

COARSE_NON General cop

MANIPUTABLE_OBJECT General shredding

MANIPUTABLE_OBJECT General GIVE

MANIPUTABLE_OBJECT General Liberty

MISC General Liberty
STRUGGLE General FIGHT_over

STRUGGLE General Liberty
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